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Self-made
students
Entrepreneurs generate income while in school
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Chirp . . .
tweet I

The audible signal chirps and
tweets at San Carlos Street.

Audible
signals
criticized
By Alison C. Ziganti
Daily staff writer
Association
Disabled
Students
members are attempting to reach a viable solution to a noise problem caused
by newly installed audible traffic lights.
According to Trey Duffy, disabled
students support services coordinator,
there have been numerous complaints
regarding the audible traffic signals at
Seventh and San Carlos Streets.
"Most of the complaints have come
from students in the dorms nearest to
the signals Hoover and Royce Dormiand professors in Sweeney
tories
Hall," Duffy said. "They are all located
near the signal where the sound is most
audible."
Karen Swanson, resident of Hoover
Hall, said the noise is too loud.
"The noise is just way too loud,"
said Swanson, a junior occupational therapy major. "It’s really loud if you have
a window open. I think they should just
turn it down."
The purpose of the signal is to aid visually impaired persons in crossing the
street by activating two sounds: one
which alerts north-south and the other
allerting east -west pedestrian traffic
that it is safe to cross the street.
Freshman Michelle Gruhn feels
that the audible lights are just what the
campus needs to aid its visually impaired students and faculty.
.
"I think they’re great," said Gruhn,
who is visually impaired herself. "They
really help me cross the street safely
and let me know where I am compared
to the school. Don’t take them away."
Marty Schutter, director of the Disabled Students Office, says the association is making an effort to reach a solucontinued on page 4
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Final 1985 closure bid tonight
By Herb Muktarian
Daily staff writer
The university will ask the San Jose City
Council tonight to remove the "major collector" designation from East San Carlos Street,
despite the San Jose Planning Commission’s
recommendation last month to defer action
on the request to next year.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said last
week the odds are that the City Council will
follow the recommendation of the Planning
Commission. The council will meet at 7 p.m.
at City Hall in the Council Chambers.
"I think this ( the closure) is an idea
that’s time has come," said Dick Staley, pub -

Precise
energy
budget
allotted
By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily staff writer
Something as simple as turning off a
classroom light could save a little energy and
a little money.
SJSU will try to conserve energy this
year since the California State University
system has begun a new pilot program in allotting each of the 19 campuses a set budget.
said Vi San Juan. SJSU energy manager.
The program out of the chancellor’s office has allotted SJSU about $3.1 million this
year. Last year, SJSU was allotted 333,000
less and the university went over its limit
$360,000 in the red. And already this year,
SJSU is spending too much in energy costs
that will eventually have to come out of the
university’s own pocket. .
In the past, the CSU system paid for any
differences in universities’ energy bills and
collected any extra money, San Juan said.
With the new program, the universities will
have to make up the difference without CSU’s
help if they go over the allotted amount, but
the universities can keep the extra dollars if
costs fall short of the CSU allotted amount.
"If we are able to save energy, the money
from that budget is retained at the campus
level for whatever we want to spend it on,"
San Juan said. "It’s not earmarked for energy projects or anything."
However, SJSU is already $100,000 above
projected levels for expenditures as of September and could run more than $200.000
continued on page 4

lie information director.
Staley said the university will essentially
make the same presentation to the City Council as it did for the Planning Commission, but
that Fullerton will present the council revised
information on traffic flows.
Fullerton is looking at the possiblity of
obtaining funding from the private sector for
the project’s preliminary dlawings, Staley
said.
Staley said it is important for the university to work with the neighborhoods and merchants to work out all problems and concerns.
He said that the university would not

The planning commission unanimously
recommended Oct. 16 to defer action on the
university’s request to next year’s general
plan amendment hearings.
A major collector is a through street that
carries traffic to and from residential streets,
and can’t be closed. The removal of the major
collector designation, and its subsequent’
downgrade to a residential street is the first
close the street until the downtown transit necessary step in the university’s quest to obtain closure.
mall is completed.
"We will go before the council and make
The California State University system
our
position known," Fullerton said. "We will
won’t provide any money for the planned pegive
it our best shot."
destrian mall along San Carlos Street unless
the university gets the street closed, he said.
continued on page 4

San Carlos io
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Fighting a lost battle

Gretchen Heber - Daily staff photographer
SJSU’s Rich Rollins fights for the
ball with Hayward State’s Bruce

Peverill. The Spartans were defeated and finished their losing

season with a record of 6-11-2.
See story on page 13.

Understaffed campus police to get help
By David Leland
Daily staff writer
Help is on the way for the understaffed
University Police Department, with two
newly hired officers currently training at the
police academy in Gilroy.
The two newly hired officers have different backgrounds, but have the same goal.
Edward H. Avila, 36, who lives in Newark, recently worked as security supervisor
Medical Center. Before that he
Stanford
at
worked for the Santa Clara County Sherriffs
Department, Soledad Prison as a guard, and
the military police in the Air Force.
Daniel L. Coffman, 29, a resident of Milpitas, has no police background except being
employed on the student campus security

force at De Anza College.
Both were selected from a pool of 30 candidates and passed written, oral and physical
examinations. The selection board is made
up of representitives of both the UPD and the
administration.
If the two men complete the 860 hours of
training at the academy, 14 weeks of field
training with the campus police and a year of
probation, they will be official members of
UPD.
The officers, hired by UPD last August,
receive a salary of $2,001 per month and are
slated for graduation from the academy Dec.
20.
UPD still has several open positions: police chief, lieutenant, sergeant and one offi-

cer.

cialized schooling: peace officer standards
SJSU recently formed a search commit- and training school. Last week Officer Tom
tee to look for a new chief and plans to have Pomeroy completed 40 hours of classes and
the position filled by March 1. Interim Police became the fourth member of UPD to comChief Maurice Jones has been filling the posi- plete this method of training.
Officer Marvin Maloney supervises the
tion since it was vacated in 1984.
The remaining officer’s slot will be filled field training officer staff of Bryan Garrett,
Gabriel
Lunsford,
Escobedo and Pomeroy.
after Jan. 1, according to Russ
UPD public information officer. Lunsford
"The school deals with a lot of things,"
said the police academy is full until that time. Pomeroy said. "But basically it deals with
Lunsford also said UPD is actively re- keeping an open mind and treating each indicruiting for a sergeant. He said the position is vidual differently."
scheduled to be filled next year.
The school also teaches the FTO’s how to
The lieutentant’s job, a managment posiexplain the new officers their rights as potion hired by SJSU administration, is also
licemen under the law.
being recruited.
continued on page 4
Training the new officers involves spe-

$1 million donation to aid Engineering SUBOD remains undecided
of our region
By Darrin Edward Baker
Daily staff writer
Half of Valid’s donation is already in opValid Logic Systems, Inc. of San Jose do- eration. Daniel Sahagun, vice president of
nated more than $1 million last week to field engineering at Valid, supervised instalSJSU’s School of Engineering as part of a $13 lation of some equipment by a company
million community contribution to the team. Additional equipment will be installed
school’s 638 million Project 88 renovation.
in new laboratories.
Project 88 will allow SJSU to increase its
In addition to the $13 million in private
engineering enrollment by almost 40 percent. sector donations, the California State UniverThe school has been impacted since 1979. Pro- sity system is footing the bill for the remainject 88 will also give engineering students ac- der of Project 88’s construction costs, about
cess to modern equipment and techniques.
$25 million.
"Valid’s generous gift allows our stuJared Anderson, chairman and chief exdents in electrical and computer engineering
to use state-of-the-art integrated circuit de- ecutive officer of Valid, said he supports Prosign techniques in their laboratory instruc- ject 88 because he wants to see SJSU continue
to meet the needs of Silicon Valley.
tion," said SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
"No college or university has played a
"This blending of academic and ’hands
on’ experience is what makes our graduates more important part than SJSU in helping
so valuable to the businesses and industries our area and our industry grow," he said

"SJSU provides more engineers to the Valley
than any other university in the world."
SJSU graduates about 10 percent of all
new undergraduate engineers produced in
California annually, and 85 percent of SJSU’s
engineering graduates find jobs in the Bay
Area.
Valid is the world’s leading supplier of
UNIX -based computer -aided engineering
products. The company develops, manufactures and supports customer solutions for
computer -aided engineering and design applications.
"Valid products dramatically increase
engineering productivity and creativity,"
Engineering Dean -Jay Pinson said. "Prospective graduates will use modern systems
such as those produced by Valid, while working professionals can come back to SJSU to
upgrade their skills "

about giving KSJS new space
By Tyrone van Hooydonk
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Directors
is still undecided about granting the student radio station’s request for space in
S.U.
SUBOD did not vote on the matter at
its Tuesday meeting. The house committee did not give a recommendation to the
board at the Tuesday meeting because it
lacked sufficient information.
"Basically we want more information
from them relative to exactly what they
would like in this building," said Pat Grilione, chairwoman of the house committee.

"The house committee developed
some questions that Ron (Barrett, S.U. director) drafted for us in the form of a letter, which will be sent to the principals at
KSJS,"she said.
This is the second request for S.U.
space made by Joel Wyrick, KSJS general
manager, and James Lull, adviser. They
said the station’s current location in Hugh
Gillis Hall is too small and does not give
KSJS enough exposure to students.
The first request in the fall of 1983 was
denied by SUBOD. The second request
was made late last semester and was held
continued on page 3
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Editorial

Re -keying locks should be priority
SJSU IS EXPERIENCING a nearly 40 percent increase in state and personal property loss over last year. UPD blames
much of the increased theft on hundreds of
keys that are unaccounted for.
One way to prevent theft is for people to
be more careful about leaving personal and
university property unattended. But when
items are stolen despite the taking of precautions, something must be done.
This year’s property loss has climbed to
nearly $71,700 from about $51,300 last year.
Clearly, this is a sign that SJSU must take
some sort of action to curb the amount of property being taken.
SJSU has taken a step in the right direction by trying to change all the locks on campus. Unfortunately, the university does not
have enough funds to change all the locks.
This is where the California State University chancellor’s office should take a larger
role. The university has asked for $118,000 in
it’s 1986-87 Special Repairs Budget, but SJSU
administrators said the chancellor’s office
does not consider re-keying a high priority.
It is now up to our administration to make
sure that the needs of the university are made
clear to he chancellor’s office

SJSU Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans said that the money the chancellor’s office will allocate may not be enough to cover
the cost of the entire re-keying project.
The chancellor’s office should recognize
that the steps SJSU is trying to take are an investment in the future of existing campus fa cilities. lithe chancellor’s office fails to see
this point, it would be a classic example of
being penny wise and dollar foolish.
The chancellor’s office must also be made
aware of the amount of property being taken.
If they fail to see $71,673 as a large enough
amount to warrant swift action, then the priorities of the chancellor’s office are in the
wrong place.
If nothing is done to try and curb the
amount of SJSU property being stolen each
year, the amount will continue to increase.
People must be made aware that the university will not tolerate theft of its property, and
one simple way would be to change the existing locks of each building.
Re-keying is a good idea that should not be
pushed aside. The university and the CSU system should make every effort to see that the
project is completed as soon as possible.

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters. Bring them to the Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall or to the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number and class standing.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not be
printed.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters.
The editorials and opinions expressed are
the those of the Daily staff and the authors.

Hooping it Up

Leonard
Hoops

1985 marks the 2,455th birthday of Socrates
My mass media law teacher announced on Monda!.
that we will be having a Socratic dialogue in class. A chill
waltzed up my spine, my hair did a quick two-step and my
eyebrows broke out in the Virginia reel, as sweat oozed
from my ankles and trickled into my Timberlines.
Timidly, I raised my hand.
"Was Socrates that guy who always answered questions with questions?"
Dr. S turned fast to starboard and harpooned me with
piercing eyes. I dove beneath a sea of media law briefs
and was soon floundering in the murky depths of Herbert
v. Lando et al. But Capt. Dr. S brought about the helm,
towed the line and planted a final deadly blow.
"Is that who you think he was?"
My humiliation was affirmed by a majority opinion of
the class and my case was remanded to a lower court for
review
I slunk out of class with my head buried between my
knees wondering where !could get a nice cup of hemlock.
But I hadn’t gone more than three or four miles when
it occurred to me that this year is the 2,455th anniversary
of Socrates alleged birth. In 45 years Socrates would
have been 2,500 if he hadn’t died so sudden-like. They’ll
probably put his picture on a stamp and name a cheese
spread after him. The Socratics will play at the White
House while the Secretary of State cuts a mean Peloponnesian polka across the dance floor. It will be the biggest thing since nylon.
But who was this guy Socrates?
Most historians believe that Socrates was a Greek,
but then most historians will believe anything. Socrates
received an elementary education in literature, music

David
Wenstrom

and gymnastics, but he never attended high school and
couldn’t even do a decent cartwheel.
After his schooling, write the historians, Socrates ex -

probably owned a delicatessen on the side. Standing in the
marketplace, arguing with strangers didn’t pay much in
those days and Socrates moved in some pretty high circles. He was friends with Plato and Antisthenes, the
founder of the Cynic school of philosophy and a string of
coin -operated laundries. Socrates was also friends with
some of the more influential gods.of his.day, including Xylophone, god of bunions.
Although he was a patriot and a man of deep religious
conviction, Socrates was regarded with suspicion by
many of his contemporaries, who disliked his attitime toward the Athenian state and were sick of his questions.
Socrates was charged in 399 B.C. with neglecting the
gods of the state and introducing his own, a charge similar to what we call loitering today. He was also charged
with corrupting the morals of the young, a charge similar
to owning three or more television sets.

ecuted a statue. He was never charged with the crime.
With blood fresh on his hands, Socrates went off to the
Peloponnesian War with his friend Sparta and slaughtered some people. It is said that Socrates took no prison.
ers. He would round up the enemy, back them into a corner, then ask them questions until they dropped dead or
said the Socratic oath.

Socrates stood trial and was condemned to death. The
vote carried by a small majority. Anybody else would
have been overjoyed that it wasn’t unaminous. But not Socrates. He proposed that they fine him a few drachmas instead of killing him because he wasn’t worth all that much
anyway. The court took another vote and condemned him
to death again. That’s the way Socrates was he couldn’t
keep his mouth shut.

After the war, Socrates spent most of his time standing in the marketplace arguing with total strangers. He
called it "dialogue" but people threw vegetables at him

Some friends planned to break Socrates out of jail
probably so they could kill him themselves
but Socrates would have none of it.

Socrates liked to talk. That was his hobby, his vocation, his livelihood. Some historians contend that Socrates

He drank a lethal dose of hemlock and a great hush
descended on the world

The Missing Link
Journeying under small trees, apes jump over
kooky evidence.
11.E QUESTION KEEPS getting asked: Is our
presence on earth due to creation by God or
evolution from apes?
Creationists call for faith in God. Ile created us
out of his own image, according to the Bible.
Evolutionists call for faith in science. Apes are,
after all, the animals most comparable to man.
But there is something missing from both
arguments.
If the creationists are right, why has scientific
evidence shown a gradual change from prehistoric
man to present-day man? Were Adam and Eve
actually prehistoric apes?
And creationists must also realize that not
everything in the Bible, mostly the Old Testament
and especially Genesis, is true fact. The Bible is a
history book, and history books are biased by their
authors.
If the evolutionists are right, then why is there a
missing link between Darwin’s apes and man? Why
did only one group of apes evolve into man?
And evolutionists must also realize that science,
mostly research and especially theory, is not always
the cut and dried answer it is cracked up to be.
Science is often hypothetical, and hypotheses have
been wrong.
There is no way to decide if either of these
theories is right. There are too many unanswered
questions.
So a new theory must be developed a theory
that answers the question "What is the missing
link?" and incorporates both creationist and
evolutionist ideas.
Aliens.
Picture pre -prehistoric man. Actually, you
could only picture apes. They roam the earth as its
most intelligent land animal. They use, like apes
today, small tools they have made themselves.
They dig with sharp sticks, they break things
over rocks and they shelter their families.
They have progressed not from ape to man,
but from ape to smarter ape. Their physical
structure is also changing, but not enough to
consider them anything more than apes.
THEN ONE day, from out of the sky,
AND
comes a flying saucer, or a rocket, or
whatever creatures from outer space travel
in. Maybe they’re even the same beings that helped
build the pyramids in Egypt or carved ancient
landing strips in South America.
These beings, as odd as it might sound, mated
with the apes. They are the missing link.
The aliens left after a while, but not before
creating a new kind of ape. They were now animals
that were half ape and half spaceman.
Mating with each other, the offspring of the
aliens and apes began to create an even purer breed.
Man, as these animals are now known, began to
evolve with each new generation.
Some of the apes didn’t mate with the aliens,
and they’re the same ones that are now swinging
from vines at the San Diego Zoo or being studied in
Africa by the famous Dr. So-and-so,
So Adam might have been an intergalactic
flyboy and Eve could have been a down to Earth
ape. Maybe the God being talked about in Genesis,
the one who created the universe, was an alien that
created Adam and Eve. Perhaps he even wrote
Genesis
But who cares about it We’re here today, and
that’s all that matters
Leonard Hoops is the assistant forurn editor end he
would like to thank George Plimpton for making this
story possible. His columns appear Tuesdays and
Thursdays
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Business group
Winging it
provides service
to Asian students
Program crosses cultural gap
By Antoinette Fleshman
Daily staff writer
An SJSU chapter of the Asian
Business League has opened to offer
Asian students aid in overcoming
cross-cultural differences in the business field.
"There are certain cross-cultural
differences that need to be understood. Right now what were finding
is that foreign graduates/foreign students have difficulty getting into
management positions because of
those cross-cultural differences,"
said Arthur Pandes, ABL director of
public relations.
"Unless these differences are
recognized, they will continue to
stagnate someone’s position. Often,
when management positions are
looked at, they’re not seen as being
assertive or as being able to fill a
leadership role," Pandes said.
There is a parent organization in
the Silicon Valley with members
from different fields that helps people in their careers and in their personal growth as Asians in business.
They will also advise and help with
the new SJSU chapter.
"We’re the second student chap-

ter. The first one was organized less
than a year ago at ( the University of
California at) Berkeley. We’re kind
of forming our direction with the support of the parent organization in trying to make the transition from the
graduating student and their first
full-time employment," Pandes said.
"We’ll try filling that void because there is a definite need for that
to be filled," he said.
The parent organization has
acted as a networking group, in the
past two years. The members work
for different companies in the Silicon
Valley and ABL has headquarters in
Santa Clara.
"In ( the member’s) own time
they try to help people career-wise
and in personal growth. And they also
co-sponsor a lot of seminars with bigger organizations and companies
such as Lockheed, HIM and HewlettPackard. A lot of the members who
are working with us are SJSU
alumni," Pandes said.
ABL welcomes students from all
majors. For more information about
ABL contact Pandes at 293-4387.

Ron Cockarille -

SUBOD wants more information on KSJS request
continued from pages
until the fall house committee could
meet and discuss the matter.
The house committee would like
to see an updated feasability study
that covers such questions as: the location of the studio, where money for
the move and construction would
come from and the ability of KSJS to
pay rent or make some type of compensation for the space in the S.U.
"We are currently looking to the
(Music Lounge) room next to the
music listening room," Wyrick said.
Wyrick said that room would be

Spartan Daily

tranformed into the new on-air studio, and the the Montalvo Room
would become the record library.
Barrett said after the meeting
that he does not object to KSJS being
in the S.U., but there is no space for
the station now.
"The board has to make a decision," he said. "Is using those spaces
for a meeting room and a lounge,
music listening area, of greater importance than using them for a radio
station?"
"At the expense of other things, I
don’t know what could go and not
hurt something," said Stafford He-
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Wyrick said that KSJS would pay
for moving to the S.U.
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"We really should be out of the
Theatre Arts Department and that’s
what we’re really pushing for," he
said.

If space could not be found anywhere outside of Hugh Gillis Hall,
then the department may consider
expansion of KSJS facilities into a
faculty office next door.
"I would like to see KSJS here in
the Student Union," Hebert said.
Hebert said that the S.U. is the
place for activities that involve many
students. Wyrick said that 110 students are presently involved with
KSJS.
"I think that they (KSJS) have a
valid point," Hebert said. "But I’m
not going to vote for it just because I
shouldn’t vote as the chair."
Hebert also said that the Student
Union budget should not pay for new
station facilities, and KSJS should
fund any move.
"It’s going to be quite a project
and will cost thousands," he said.

Within each of us
lies the secret of
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Editor

bert, SUBOD chairman, after the
meeting. "I think it’s possible to do
but it may not be wise to do it now."
"It might be a good idea to wait
until the Rec is built," he said. "We
may be able to move some of the
things that we have over here over
there."
Wyrick said KSJS would try to
obtain room in the soon -to-be-built
Recreation and Events Center, if
space is not granted in the S.U.
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Sophomore Antoinette Sandecki, left, and junior Jeff Nlinten eat lunch on the lawn outside of Clark Library
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-lot too long until you’ll be walking up to get
iegree But there’s something you could get
light now that will help you in any walk of life The
Amencan Express" Card
Because if you’re a senior and you’ve
accepted a $10,000 career-oriented job, you
could get the American Express Card.
That’s it No strings No gimmicks (And even if
you don’t have a lob right now, don’t worry This
offer is still good for 12 months after you graduate)
This is a special offer from Amencan Express because, as graduating seniors, we think you’re kind
of special In fact, we believe in your future And

this is the best way we know to prove it
Of course. the American Express Card will
prove to be a great help to you in your career for
travel and for entertaining. And, to entertain your
self, you can use it to buy some new clothes for
work or some new things for home In addition. the
Card is also a great way to help you begin to establish your credit history.
So call 1400-THE-CARD and ask to have a Special Student Application sent to
AianA., S., AL...4
you Or look for one on campus
The American Express Card.
Don’t leave school without it.’"
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Last street closure bid tonight

CSU limits budget

Council to hear
accident victim
continued from page
Marketing Prof David It Lee,
said he will speak to the council supporting the street closure.
Lee was hit by a vehicle Oct. 28,
while crossing lath Street at San Car. --

San Carlos ,IS)
Street 0-ia,v
U
los Street. He said he will tell the
council why the accident might not
have happened if the street had been
closed.
San Jose Councilwoman Susan
Hammer said the closure of San Car
Ins Street would enhance the univer
sity and fit in attractively with the
San Jose downtown revitalization
project, if it comes about.
Hammer, who held a joint press
conference v. ith Fullerton last week,
said she didn’t know how the council
will vote on the issue.
Hammer said she is optimistic
that the city and the university can
work out concerns about traffic flow
and the effects of the closure on area
businesses.
"I think the questions can be resolved to everyone’s advantage,"
Hammer said. "A pedestrian mall
would be very desirable"

Michael McGuire

Special lathe Daily

Associate Prof. David Lee lies wounded after being struck by a car on San Carlos streets
Fullerton said there was never
any doubt in the minds of university
officials that SJSU would take its request to the council.

impact report adequately dealt with
traffic impacts in the areas surrounding the university, if the street is
closed, Hammer said.

Getting the street closed, "is a
long process where we have to work
with the city to answer all of the questions of the merchants and the neighborhoods," she said.

Members of the Campus Community Association have said they are
willing to work closely with the university and the council in the next
year to look for a solution to the problem.

The neighborhoods are not totally satisfied that the environmental

"I don’t think anyone can ques-

lion the safety factor," Fullerton
said. "The question is what will
really happen to the traffic."
The planning commission voted
unanimously to postpone action after
Commissioner Tim Starbird motioned to defer.
"I am not satisfied that closure is
going to completely eliminate the
safety problem," Starbird said. "We
all agree that there certainly is a
safety hazard. There is a danger."

Audible signals causing noise problem

continued irom page 1
tion that is agreeable to both students and faculty and the numerous
visually impaired students who
benefit from the signals.
"We have three options available to deal with the problem." he
said. "It’s just a matter of which of
the three is most appropriate."
The first option would be to tie
the signal in with an activating system in which the visually impaired
person could activate the signal
manually so it would react only
upon request.
"The problem with this solution," said Duffy, "is that we would
have to install an entirely new sys-

tern. As the system stands now, it
activates automatically. Changing
that would cost way too much,"
Duffy added.
Solution number two calls for
the entire system to be turned off
after II p.m. However, according to
Donna Ellis, disabled student services program adviser, that option is
not feasible. either.
"Do people think that the visually impaired don’t go out after 11
p.m.?" she asked. "That solution is
not a good one."
The third option, which seems
to be the most viable, is to tone the
volume of the signal down a few ochres

"This solution seems to be the
best," said Duffy. "I’m a bit worried about turning it down a lot,
though. The signal not only helps
the visually impared to cross the
street safely, but it also acts as a
homing device which lets them
know where they are in accordance
to the school."
The solutions
are
being
weighed carefully, Meanwhile,
complaints are still coming in to the
Disabled Students Office.
Lisa Hatfield, also a resident of
Hoover Hall, feels that the noise can
be lived with.
"My roommate and I have

learned to live with it. We both
know that it’s a good thing, that it
helps the disabled students, so we
can deal with it," said Hatfield, a
freshman broadcasting major.
What option the Disabled Students Association will choose is unknown at present, however. Duffy
feels a solution to the problem is
just around the corner.

continued from page
above levels by the end of the
year, San Juan said.
"It varies We haven’t been
conserving, but we do have energy
projects that could save additional
dollars by the end of the year, so
perhaps the 8200,000 will decrease
That’s our goal," she said
San Juan said she is working
on programs to save money, and
possibly the building or department who saves the most money
can get a new computer, receive
funds for more teaching assistants
or, the excess amount can be used
for something that relates back to
the faculty and the students.
The system as a whole was
doing well in keeping energy costs
down until last year when 18 out of
the 19 campuses increased energy
consumption, San Juan said. SJSU
was one of those 18.
There are many things the
university can do to reduce energy
use and cost, San Juan said.
"I think there is less emphasis
on energy conservation," she
said. Lights are left on dnd there is
not a strict enforcement on heating and ventilating standards. For
example, 68 to 78 degrees is
usually the temperature set for
most buildings for heating and
cooling, but it isn’t always enforced, depending on complaints,
San Juan said.
She also attributed the increased cost to weather patterns
since the winter was colder last
year and to the new cogeneration
plant at East campus that is being
used to create some new energy
for the campus.
The increased number in computers on campus has also contributed to increased energy
costs, she said. The computer
rooms need more ventilation for
cooling purposes.
"The buildings are not as efficient as we would like them to
be," San Juan said. "Our solution
to that is purchasing an energy
management system."
The energy management system will monitor temperatures in
buildings, turn on and off fans and
turn on and off lights. The music
building already has a controller
to do these things. Possibly 25
other buildings on campus will
have the same device, hooked up

"We have to weigh -out all of our
options and see which one would
benefit everyone concerned, the visually impaired students, the San
Jose State community and the entire Santa Clara County community."

UPD trains new officers
continued from page
But most importantly the officers
are taught how to keep the trainee’s
confidence up while they are undergoing the daily evaluations. These
follow the 14 weeks immediately folowing graduation from the police
academy.
The evaluations, which are completed by the PTO, critique the officers’ performance in a variety of
areas ranging from driving skills to
attitudes and police knowledge. They
are graded on a scale of one to seven.
Pomeroy said even if they improve from one ( the lowest) to two
they should be commended.
"Never give (hem the feeling
that they have lost," he said.

The trainees rotate
FTO’s every two weeks.

between

UncoverYour
True Potential...

"The officers do the same things
but each one has a different approach," Pomeroy said. "There is
more than one way to solve a problem."
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After completing their 14 weeks
of training, the officers are assigned
a beat and go to work. For the next
year, however, they are on probations.

Place an ad
in the
Spartan Daily,
277-3171

If they complete this year of probation they become official members
of the UPD.
If they don’t pass the training
they become "unemployed" Pomeroy said.
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When you buy 3.5" Micro Floppy or 5.25" Mini
Floppydisks for your computer, buy Sony. Why?
Because Sony invented the 3.5" Micro Floppydisk,
This format went on to become a standard recognized around the world today. And Sony’s 5.25"
disks are designed and manufactured to the highest
standards of quality, durability, and perfomiance.
Select 3.5", or 5.25" disks in Single Sided, Double
Sided or Double -High Densityall available in
handy 10-packs Which ever disk format you need.
choose Sony, you’ll be
SONY
making a wise decision
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to a computer in San Juan’s office
The management system should
be entirely installed by next December, she said.
"The goal is to increase monitoring a central steam supply and
central
electric supply," she
a
said.
The problem with the current
system is that most of the buildings on campus are fairly old and
the controls are old and are not
collaberated. Without a sufficient
monitoring system, it is difficult
to identify the energy use per
building with enough accuracy,
San Juan said.
The new system may show it
only takes a half an hour to warm
up a building and right now the
building fans may kick on an hour
before class time to warm it up.
This is wasted energy. With a new
management system, the computer will know when to begin
heating and when to end the pro.

The buildings are
not as efficient as
we would like them
to be.’
vi San Juan,

SJSU energy manager

Each building varies for heating and cooling processes depending on its size, San Juan said. Such
buildings as Library North, Duncan Hall and Engineering take up
more energy because of equipment and size.
San Juan said simple things
such as taking the lights out of the
coke machines on campus, having
a system to turn lights off automatically and changing incandescent lighting to fluorescent lighting can reduce costs.
Most projects are long term
because each campus must submit requests either on the CSU
level or the federal level for funding, and the decisions on such
matters could take up to three
years, San Juan said.
"1 woulu like to see awareness
on all points and its my responsibility to implement these programs
(for improvements)." San Juan
said.
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At right, the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Warheads
celebrate their win with a
victory cheer. Below, SAE
lineman Jim Welsh (left)
and quarterback Kevin
Sullivan (right) go up for a
high five while touchdown
recipient Dez Chattledon
applauds the score. Below
right, an SAE lineman
grabs a Pi Kappa Alpha
running back’s flag.
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Champs
WARHEADS EXPLODED on
the South Campus Friday
afternoon.
It w asn’t a real nuclear strike,
but try telling that to Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity. The Pikes were all but
vaporized by the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Warheads in Friday’s
fraternity football championship
game, 40-7.
The win was SAE’s third straight
football title and their 30th
consecutive victory in InterFraternity Council play.
The Warheads set the tempo of
the game early. On the Pikes’ first
possession. SAE wide receiver Dez
Chattleton intercepted Pike
quarterback Eric Arnold’s pass and
ran 50 yards for the first touchdown.
Arnold seemed to be playing in a
London fog, unable to find any of his
receivers, and was frequently forced
to run with the ball. The Warheads
intercepted twice more in the first
half, and held the Pikes scoreless at
the half, 28-0.
Warhead QB Kevin Sullivan
played like a surgeon, throwing quick
short passes and occasional long
ones. At times, the team of Sullivan
and Chattleton seemed like Joe
Montana and Dwight Clark, had they
met, say, on a sand-lot 10 years ago.
The fraternity championship
wasn’t played on a sand-lot, of
course. The teams battled on a South
Campus field, across the street from
the tennis courts. The playing
surface was scaled down to twothirds the dimension of a real football
field 80 yards long and 40 yards
wide.
Tackling wasn’t permitted, with
flags used instead. Despite this

At far right, Pikes’ Gene
Walsh doesn’t like the looks
of the game from the
sidelines. At right, Pikes’
Scott Dreier (behind) and
Chris Putney dispute
referee Mike Nelson’s call.

Text by
Steve Pipe
Photographs by
Ken P. Ruinard

precaution, the tournament, which
began Sept. 20. hasn’t been without
its injuries or fights.
Warhead halfback Steve Malik
was out of Friday’s title game
because of a bruised hip sustained in
an earlier game. The loss of Malik
forced the Warheads to throw the ball
more than usual, SAE member Andy
Miller said.
"They ifraternitiest take this
very seriously," said Ed Gabel,
intermural director for flag football.
"Once in a while, the players will get
wrapped up in the competition of a
game and forget it’s supposed to be
mainly for fun."
Gabel said there have been some
fights during the tournament, but
called the caliber of play "cleaner"
than last year’s.
The football tournament is one of
a series of sports the campus
fraternities compete in for the IFC
cup. Delta Sigma Phi won the
volleyball tournament, with SAE
taking second. The next sport is
soccer, with the tournament starting
this week.
The football tournament was
played over a five -week regular
season, beginning Sept. 20. The
playoffs ran from Oct. 25-Nov. 1.
There were two divisions in the
football tournament, with six
fraternity teams each. Division I.
based on their records in IFC play,
were Pi Kappa Alpha. Alpha Tau
Omega, Sigma Alpha Mu, Phi Delta
Theta, Sigma Chi and Delta Upsilon.
Division II teams were Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Nu, Kappa
Sigma, Theta Chi. Phi Beta Sigma
and Delta Sigma Phi.
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SJSU students lack input

Bird’s-eye view

Report on budget and program issues to be reviewed
By Shannon Rasmussen
Dady staff writer
A report conducted by SJSU student representatives has shown that
students are not getting adequate
input into budget and program related issues. The report will now be
presented to the California State Student Association for review.
The CSSA directed SJSU representatives to conduct a comparative study of the "budget advisory
committee" for presentation at the
meeting this weekend at Northridge
State University, said Tim Haines,
Associated Students director of California State Affairs.
The budget advisory committee
is part of the board of trustees policy
to establish a mechanism for student
representatives to be given an opportunity to have a voice in major developments of program and budget related issues.
"With the completed study, there
are a great deal of differences from
campus to campus," Haines said.
The study was done by Haines,
Paul Sonneman, A.S executive assistant, and Tom Booth, an interested
student. They compared each campus president’s implementation of
the committee, the board of trustees
statements of the committee’s purpose, and the principles adopted by
the CSSA at their last meeting in October.
The problem is that some universities don’t necessarily offer adequate student input, Haines said.

The report was done for this reason
Some of the problems in the implementation of the committee included that the committee is not advising the president as it should be,
does not adequately have a structured student input and does not deal
with the entire campus budget,
Haines said.
"Some of the committees are
similar to ad hoc committees only established when a particular problem
is identified," Haines said.
In many instances, the committee seems to be more than one committee overlooking the budget,
Haines said. The committee structure is suppose to be just one committee, according to the board of trustees policy.
Haines said the report given to
the CSSA representatives will be
very detailed and specific so that the
individual problems can be identified.
It is possible that the CSSA will
request the chancellor to work on
specific items and problems found in
the report, Haines said.
The report will first go to the
CSSA executive committee on Friday
evening for their review. If they decide there is a need for further action,
the report will be reviewed by the
CSSA external affairs committee
which will recommend possible solutions.
"I’m hoping the executive committee will realize the shortcomings
of the mechanisms provided to the

students at various campuses,"
Haines said.
This is the time to watch the budget, Haines said. The university is beginning to plan the 1986-87 academic
year budget.
At the last CSSA meeting in October, a student campaign furs responsive university budget SCRUB) was
adopted.
SCRUB is an attempt to establish
a strong budget advisory committee
on each CSU campus based on the
policy that "students should be active
participants in the consideration of
program and budget related issues."
Four issues were part of the cam
paign. They include: the committee
would be subject to open meeting law
(meaning the meeting is open to the
general public); be composed of at
least 50 percent student members,
review the entire campus budget and
provide for an adequate public comment period (estimated about one
month); and make recommendations
directly to the university president
rather than through an intermediary
committee or structure.
SJSU ’s budget advisory commit
tee is the Financial Student Affairs
Committee within the Academic Senate. President Fullerton stated in a
questionnaire administered by the
board of trustees that the committee
is the major source of recommenda
lions to her.
The SJSU committee includes
five students as well as faculty and
administrators.

Spy’s clues lead to possible safe house,

Ken P Rumard

People stroll beneath the trees around the
Art Building and a clear sky yesterday.
They can enjoy fair skies again today,

Daly staff photographer

He
BEALETON, Va. (AP)
his "safe house"
said the house
was 22 miles west of Fredericksburg
at a place called Coventry. He said it
was on 500 acres, with a lake.
The clues dropped by Vitaly Yurchenko led reporters to just such a
place. By process of elimination,
neighbors pointed out a house that
might have been the "safe house"
where CIA agents debriefed the Soviet intelligence official who now
wants to go home.
A fishing pole rests against the
back wall, an easy stroll from the
lake. The lawn is manicured, the
paint fresh, the garden hose is still

full of water.
The CIA isn’t saying whether or
not the house is theirs. But the home,
in the middle of essentially nowhere,
fits Yurchenko’s description of the
estate where he says he was drugged
and tortured before making good his
escape.
The house in question sits on 10
acres, on its own road about a quarter-mile off the main drive, affording
a panoramic view of all approaches.
The property’s absentee owner,
who lives near Washington, isn’t saying whether this was the house used
by the CIA.
Reporters who looked over the
property on Tuesday couldn’t find

anything resembling an ultra -mod.
ern security system Yurchenko described on Monday, "laser beams"
and all. But other details were consistent.
The Coventry subdivision is, in
fact, about 22 miles west of Fredericksburg, and about 90 minutes from
magnificent
Nine
Washington.
homes, each with its own roadway,
on the lakeside. Neighbors say they
can account for the occupants of all
the houses except one.
Patti Volz, a CIA public affairs
officer, said "it wouldn’t be possible"
for the agency to comment as to
whether it had used the home.

said the the National Weather Service.
Daytime highs will be in the 60s and 70s,
overnight lows will be in the 40s and 50s.
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will fit easily into
your schedule.
No; you can get money when you
need it MOM, where you need it most.
With Bank of theWesess AnyTime
Banker you can get quick cash, make
deposits, transfers funds 24 hours
a day, seven days a week in over
convenient Bay Area locations. Including
our newest location right in front of the
Student ’Ilion. Right here on campus.
All it takes is an AmTime Banker
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Bank of the West office.
Then, start taking care of our
banking business. Anytime. Anywhere.
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17th century sitcom to play at SJSU
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Byr Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer
Chances are most people have
neve, thought of a Moliere farce as a
17th century sitcom but Rebecca
Engle is one individual who has In
1983, she translated "The Imaginary
Invalid" from the French into an
English version for contemporary
audiences. Beginning Nov. 15, SJSU’s
Theatre Arts Department will stage
her version.
The play, she said, is not about
the aristocracy, but about the middle
class.
"It’s not dissimilar to something
like Archie Bunker except that the
character is not a bigot, he’s a hypochondriac," Engle said.
"We have a tendency to think of
Moliere as being dainty and refined
and aristocratic. He is actually closer
to the world of sanitation and people
who had bad teeth and bad breath.
never washed their clothes than he is

In
derrom
cent
way,
they
f all
’airs
ble"
s to

"The Imaginary Invalid" deals
with modern middle-class issues,
such as parental authority vs self-detenni nut ion or children
"The problem of who gets to decific who the daughter marries, the
daughter or the father, is one that I
consider to be characteristic of the
middle-class mentality when keeping
the money in the family is a big con
cern."
Engle. a Bay Area actress and director, translated the play for a production she directed at SI. Mary’s
College, in the East Bay Unable to
find a translation to suit her, she
"took a stab" at translating it herself. She was quick to add, however,
that she is not interested in a career
as translator because it is not "cost
effective "

"I picked the play to do
because I think it’s a very good play
to do with college -age actors," Engle
said "Most of the characters are
young, under 30
"Also the issues of the play, gen
erational conflicts and love over parental wishes, are things that I think
college-age actors can lie into more
than Virginia Woolf or middle-aged
angst ’
Engle said "The Imaginary Invalid" is one of the few classical comedies that doesn’t demand a great
degree of facility with language from
actors.
"If you’re going to do Oscar
Wilde or restoration comedy," she
said, "it becomes much more difficult for the actors to get handle on the
language. This is a prose play, not a
verse play and the humor is fairly oh.

vIOUb. There are no sophisticated
puns or complex word play "
Kathleen Woods, director of the
SJSU production, said she chose Engles translation because it was short
enough to appeal to modern audiences. yet maintain the flavor of the
17th century
"The play was originally written
as a comedy -ballet," Woods said,
"which means it includes music and
dancing in between the acts I wanted
to include some of that, but not nearly
as extensively as it was done originatty. Back then people would go to
the theater for three, four, six hours
at a shot, go out to dinner while the
show was going on and come back.
This translation is short enough to
allow us to do that and still fit it
within a 2 hour and 15 minute time period"

Sorority volleyball to benefit Belize youths
By Steve Pipe
Dail,/ staff writer
Schoolchildren in a small country
in Central America may get their
Christmas wishes answered, thanks
to Chi Omega sorority
Chi Omega is having a volleyballa-thon to purchase sports equipment
for a school in Belize, a country in
Central America, said Chi Omega
philanthropy chairwoman Gretchen

’What’s great about
this is thre’s no
middleman.’
Gretchen Malay,

iod
dens"
Isis -

to soul.- .
we have of thesCourt of
the Sun IV ng from the movies."

philanthropy chairwoman
Malay.
The sorority will serve up 24
hours worth of spikes and digs, beginning at 3 p.m. Friday and ending at 3
p.m. Saturday.
Campus fraternities will help
out, with teams playing for an hour to
two hours each. Malay said there will
be six men and six women on the
court at all times. The action will
take place in the back yard of Chi
Omega, at 435 S. 6th Street .
The idea for the fund-raiser.
Malay said, came from Marco Hunt,
an aluma of Chi Omega.
"A friend of Maren’s is down
there I in Belize) teaching in a little
school with no running water and no
sports equipment for the kid, to pla,,

Hunt said her friend, Patty liarrington. has been teaching at Sacred
Heart School, a renovated church,
since August, and Harrington menhoned the school’s lack of sports
equipment to Hunt
Hunt said the school, which educafes children from ages six to 16, is
the only school in the area.
"We’ thought sending sports
equipment would help motivate the
kids to go to school and would help
them in their athletic development,"
Malay said
"We normally raise money for a
local philanthropy, hut we decided
his was better

The sorority sill purchase- loot balls, soccer balls, softballs, gloves,
and bats from "Back of the Net"
sports shop in San Carlos.
"What’s great about this is
there’s no middleman," Malay said.
"I’ll personally buy the equipment
and see that it’s sent to them. The
fact that it’s going to them straight
from our hands makes me feel bet ter."
Malay said she plans to send the
equipment before Christmas.
To raise funds, Chi Omega is col lecting sponsors and soliciting dons tions from community organizations,
Malay said Roberts Art Supply and
Bookstore has donated 8100, Student

California Teacher’s Association has
donated $25, and Copy Mat has donated 500 copies. Kinko’s will give out
certificates at the volleyball -a -t hon.
Malay said the sorority had a volleyball-a-thon "a couple of years
ago," but not on such a large scale,
playing "only" 15 hours. Hunt, who
graduated from SJSU last May, is
working toward her teaching credential, and may join her friend in Belize
next year.
Hunt said the International Volunteer Corps has a program to recruit teachers from all over the world
to teach in Third World countries
such as Belize, which was formerly
British Honduras.

Chi Omega honors members
It ie%e Pipe
staff writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
was a featured guest at Chi Omega’s Professor’s Dinner Monday
night. The dinner, held once a semester, is the sorority’s opportunity to recognize the academic
achievement of its members. Students also get to know their professors on a more personal level, said
Kathy Krawec, Chi Omega vice
president.
"We were very. honored to have
her (Fullerton, with us," Krawec
said. "I hope this has made her
proud of the high standards Chi
Ddlk

Omega has set then and now .’’
Fullerton, an alumna of Chi
Omega from her days at the University of Nebraska, said she remembered her time as an active
member as "a positive experience."
"Sororities are very much as I
remember them," Fullerton said.
"Each house has a different profile. Chi Omega’s is the same as it
was 40 years ago. It was a reward
for me to live in my sorority house.
Chi Omega gave me a sense of
peace and community."
Several awards for academic
excellence were given at the din-

ner. Among the winners were Lei
Robinson, highest GPA: Sophy
Blackton, highest GPA for a
pledge; and Laura Wade, most improved GPA.
Among the SJSU professors invited to the dinner were: John
Baird, professor of marketing:
Denise Murray, linguistics Prof.:
Victoria Johnson, science Prof.:
Ke Chung Kim, English Prof.: Natalie Meyer, science Prof.: and Gus
Lease, music Prof.
"The dinner gave us a chance
to see them as people, too, and not
just our professors," Michelle Lowery, a Chi Omega member, said.
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’North and South’ debut
not enough to lift ABC
ABC’s
NEW YORK ( APi
"North and South" miniseries got
beatstrong
start
Sunday,
off to a
ing Eddie Murphy’s "48 Hrs " on
NBC and crushing CBS’ regular
programming, but it wasn’t
enough to keep the third -rated network out of the ratings cellar
again.
Figures released Tuesday by
the A.C. Nielsen Co had NBC,
with "The Cosby Show" and
"Family Ties" running one-two
again, winning the week of Oct. 28Nov . 3 with an average rating of
17.5. CBS had a 16.7 rating and
ABC a 15.3. For the six -week
prime-time season, NBC leads
with an 18.0 rating to CBS’ 16.9 and
ABC’s 16.2.

Part I of "North and South, the 12 -hour saga about two families before the Civil War, opened
in fourth place with 258 rating and
37 share ( percentage of sets in
use The share exceeded the forecasts of all three networks, although it was below executive producer David Wolper’s optimistic
50-share prediction.
Top 10 shows "Murder. She
Wrote" and "60 Minutes" gave
CBS first place Sunday night, despite the sagging follow-up performances by "Crazy Like a Fox"
and "Trapper John, M D "
against "North and South" and
"48 Hrs."
CBS won Monday, Friday and
Sunday night. ABC took Tuesday
and Wednesday, while NBC won
Thursday and Saturday

A rating measures the percentage of the nation’s 85.9 million
homes with television.

California leads
U.S. in drug labs

SAN DIEGo Al-’,
California
leads the United States in secret drug
manufacturing laboratories and
doesn’t have the enforcement tools to
keep up with new labs springing up
almost daily. state Attorney General
John Van de Kamp told a state senate
committee meeting here.
In the first 10 months of 1985, authorities have seized 222 labs
statewide and he said there undoubtedly are more labs undetected. In
1984, Van de Kamp said 104 of the 312
nationwide drug lab seizures were in
California.
In San Diego County, more than
50 labs have been seized, according to
Ronald J. D’Ulisse, a spokesman for
the U S Drug Enforcement Administration

Van de Kamp told the Senate Select Committee on Drugs and Alcohol
Abuse that production of drugs such
as PCP, LSD, synthetic heroin and
methamphetamine "has been growing at a fearsome rate."
DEA Special Agent John Zajac
told the panel Tuesday that agents in
San Diego have seized formulas for
manufacturing of a demerol look.
alike and a synthetic heroin Agents
also have found chemicals used in
making those drugs, he said.
One problem, Zajac said, is that
there are an increasing number of
quasi -legitimate chemical companies which sell the chemical substances needed to make illicit drugs.
Those substances are called precursors

Signature Tours
Experience skiing
at Mt. Rose
/135as
prr peroit

2

days lifts
2 nights lodging

Regular weekend departures
beginning Jan. 10, 19146

997-4909

tail for more info:

SPECIAL RATES FOR
SJSU STUDENTS!
* Resumes $ 5.00 Word Processed
* Term Papers/Thesis $ 1.00 per page

24-Hour Turn-Around/Quality Word Processing
ELITE SECRETARIAL SERVICES

971-7777

Then y,ci in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great
advantages like:
Earning $100 a month during the school year
As a freshman or sophomore,
you could complete your basic training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session

M Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
summer session
M You can take free civilian king lessons
You’re commissioned upon graduation
If you’re looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could
start off making more
than $17,000 a year.
-
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From restaurants
to telecommunications,
SJSU students are

Open and ready for business
By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily staff writer

In a large house in San Jose, remodeled into an office building, a
new business is stirring.
The computer is beginning to
warm up. the phone lines are lit and
American entrepeneurship is on its
way to being realized by seven SJSU
students and graduates.
Five students Jeff Houston.
Betsy Brier, Daune Berry, Heather
Johnson and Greg Buelwa and
two graduates Gigi Ginn and Beverly Davis have decided to take a
chance at starting their own business with their training in marketing and advertising.
Dial their number and you may
hear:
"Hello football fans. Today’s
challenging football trivia question
is. . ." and "Today on General Hospital, Felicia and Frisco. . ."
These are just two of the phone
messages available free of charge to
people in the 408 area code as part of
the Tel -Ad telecommunications
agency. The founders say it’s the
only free way to get up-to-date information on sports and soap operas
over the phone.
The system is similar to the 796
numbers people in San Francisco
call to get horoscopes, sports updates and other information on different topics. These calls cost between 50 cents and $2 per call.
Tel -ad will provide free of
charge an update on soap operas as
well as trivia games on sports. The
fledging company can do this because each message is preceded by
a 15-second advertisement, Ginn
said.
If someone wants an update on
the soap opera "All My Children,"
he or she dials 247-0470 to get the correct tape and the updated information. One of the owners, Greg
Buelwa, is the voice reporting
what’s going on in the soaps.
Ginn said she began working on
the idea in May, basically taw her
own, and put it together wittf the
help of the others who decided to
join the agency.
"I found out it was very profitable, a good solid form of advertising

and a new medium for San Jose,"
Ginn said.
Tel -ad is a combination of what
she saw operating in Santa Barbara
and San Francisco. Ginn said.
"How to present marketing and
how to present information ( for the
business) related back to my
classes," Houston said.
, Based on its marketing plan, the
group received the initial funding
through a loan and San Jose businesses began to buy advertising
spots. Ginn said.
To get the agency started, the
associates went out to various advertisers, such as those in the
Pruneyard shopping mall, to offer
advertising services.
"I get more stimulation out of
this than I do out of anything that I
do," Houston said. "Selling something you’ve done is more important
than selling parts for IBM."
The members have moved their
agency a few times from a small
Pruneyard location to Ginn’s apartment, to their new office on The Alameda in San Jose.
"We have been gradually building by creating a logo and business
cards," Ginn said. Business cards
will be distributed throughout the
area to further advertise the agency’s services.
Tel -Ad contracts exclusively
with one advertiser, such as a bridal
service, for the time specified in the
contract. Contracts range between
one month and one year, Houston
said.
The agency does all the work for
the advertiser, including taping,
graphics and public relations. The
other benefit for advertisers, Ginn
said, is the recall rate.
"When people call the line, they
are initiating the call and their
minds are in a listening mode,"
Ginn said.
Surveys of the phone advertisements show that 92 percent of the
callers will remember the advertiser’s name in one week, and 8$ tiercent of the callers will remember
the name within a month.
"We can target the market and
do very effective advertising," Ginn
said.

Ken P. Ruinard - Daily staff photographer

Gigi Ginn is one of the seven founders

of Tel -Ad, which offers free sports and soap opera information over the phone

For example, nearly 75 percent longer," she said.
In regards to the sports trivia,
of all soap opera callers are women,
so the majority of advertising on’ cash prizes will eventually be given
soap opera tapes will deal with for those who win the games.
women, she said.
"We’re trying to build a game
She said there are also many format. We have a crowd in the
of the tape," Houston
background
benefits to the public in a free phone
said. "It’s more than just trivia."
information line.
The sports game asks three
"We’re providing a service to
everybody in the 408 area code for questions at a time. It will ask truefree, so they don’t have to pay for /false questions and multiple choice
these informational services any questions. For example, if the ques-

lion is true, the caller will press the tract.
number one for "true" on a push
The sports trivia line will begin
button phone and two for "false." Dec. 1. Five soap opera lines are
The correct answer will be com- presently open. They include:
puted and the caller will be told if he
All My Children 247-0470
or she is right or wrong.
Days of Our Lives 247-2331
If the caller answers all three
General Hospital 247-6160
questions correctly, his name is put
Guiding Light 247-0331
in the computer and will be included
The Young and the Restless 247in a drawing for cash prizes. Later 1221
there may be material prizes, HousThe company plans to expand
ton said, if there is an advertiser its phone service to 48 lines this year
who would like to make a trade con- and to go national in five years.

Student spends days baking breads, nights studying
’Land of liberty’ offers immigrant freedom from oppression i n Iran
By Tyrone van Hooydonk
Daily staff writer

Ma Schneider - Daily staff photographer

Bonnie Jahan had her first baby five months ago

One Stop
BOOK STORE

LARGEST SELECTION
IN THE
BAY AREA
Expanded Location
new

420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek at Winchester
M -F
9:30-9:30
9:30-5:30
Sat
Sun 11:00-5:00

243-6262

BOOKS INC.

THE COMPLETE BOOKSTORE

Her life sounds like so many stories about immigrants coming to
America for personal freedom and a
chance to start a new life.
She left her homeland under oppressive rule to live in this land renowned for liberty. She works in a
small family -owned shop, raises her
own family, deals with the prejudice
facing most new foreigners here and
longs for home.
SJSU junior Bonnie Jahan left
Iran seven years ago in the midst of
the Ayatolla Khomeini revolution.
Jahan makes her living at
"Sandwiched-in," a small deli
owned by her husband. Houman,
and her father-in-law on San Fernando Street across from Dudley
Moorhead Hall.
She handles the daily baking
and some of the daily sandwich
making, along with a bit of cash register and cleaning chores.
Jahan bakes cinnamon rolls and
eight of everything else each day:
banana bread, carrot cake and coffee cake.
She has a part in making the 180
to 200 sandwiches the store offers for
sale each day
Jahan said she uses some "secret ingredients" in her baking

"I won’t tell, otherwise they
won’t need me here," she said.
Five months ago when Jahan
gave birth to her daughter Aura, her
first child, Houman was handed the
baking duties.
"He just couldn’t bake it right
he just couldn’t do it," she said.
Jahan said her middle eastern
homeland of Iran was once on the
road to Westernization but reverted
to ancient ways after the revolution.

’We want to (sell
Iranian dishes) but
we’re scared that
some people won’t
like it.’
Bonnie Jahan,
junior
Censorship ruled the Iranian
press. Freedom of speech was
banned. A totalitarian state denied
the rights of women, and they were
required to drape themselves in
public, showing only their eyes.
"It was a total shock," said
Jahan, 24, an industrial technology
major "We didn’t expect it to hap-

PRE -HOLIDAY SALE

$30 OFF BODYWAVES
(regularly $ 90)
Also Specializing in

pen. I don’t want to live there because of all the problems.
"There’s so much pressure on
women as far as their rights and
how they should live." said Houman
Jahan, her husband of three years.
"I don’t want to take my wife back
there."
Why did she come to America?
"Where else?," she said. "I like
this country. It has lots of freedom.
It’s easy to live here."
Jahan’s family has to live with
some self-imposed restrictions.
The family sandwich shop sells
the standard deli fare and some Iranian dishes. But Jahan said they are
afraid to sell more Iranian meals because they are concerned about the
negative image of Iran here. Customers may associate the shop with
the Khomeini regime, she said.
"We want to (sell Iranian
dishes) but we’re scared that some
people won’t like it," she said.
The Iranian meals sold at the
shop have been renamed to avoid
any negative association. The ’’Grecian Kabobs" are actually Iranian
Kabobs.
Houman said that no one has
ever been hostile at the shop. He
thinks it’s because of being located
near a university where his customers are more intellectual.

"People here realize that those
(the hostage crisis) are the acts of
the government, not the people, especially not the (Iranian) people
who live in the United States," he
said.
Since she had her baby, Jahan
only works at the sandwich shop
part-time and she is also a part-time
student.
Jahan is pursuing a bachelor degree in industrial technology with an
emphasis on photography.
She wants to be a commercial
photographer and is especially interested in food photography for
cookbooks and advertisements.
Jahan will leave the shop when
she finds a job as a photographer,
and somebody else will have to do
all the baking.
"They’ll have to learn soon,"she
said.
A trip back to Iran is also on her
mind. She wants to return when
things there quiet down.
"I’m so busy doing other things
that I don’t want to worry about it."
Jahan said that it would be difficult to leave Iran now and she
doesn’t think Khomeini will be overthrown soon.
"The people who come here and
talk say it’s going to take 10, 15 more
years or even more," she said.
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Highlighting ( foil weave)
Relaxers

THE ONE AND ONLY
20445 Prospect Rd.
(Near Hwy 9)
San Jose 257-8144
OPEN
EVENINGS

APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY WITH INDIA ONLY

j Weight Training Programs for Men and Women
j 6 blocks (west) from SJSU Campus

(408)947-7120
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New York medical society puts out own version of trivia game
LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y. (AP) A
prescription for entertainment as
well as enlightenment has been
LIAVE.NCOLN written by the Medical Society of the
New
York, which is offering
State of
its own version of the trivia game.
It has created a series of questions on basic anatomy, medical history, famous physicians, personal
health, nutrition and disease prevention. In addition, the multiple choice
test forms include tips on how to get
the best medical care as well as how

to contain spiraling costs
Here’s a sampling of the questions on the medical quiz:
1. What is the more common
name for the tibia? (a the knee cap;
(b) the shin bone, ( c ) the jaw bone.
(d ) the tail bone
2. Which of these famous mystery writers was also a physician’?
(a) Dashiell Hammett; (b) Dorothy
Sayers; ( ci Arthur Conan Doyle, (d)
Edgar Allan Poe
3. What is the scientific name

of the collarbone? (a) fibula, lb)
sternum; (c) ilium. I di clavicle
4. Which of these famous poets
was also a physician’ (a) T.S. Eliot,
(b) William Butler Yeats; ( c ) Robert
Frost; (d) William Carlos Williams.
5. You’ll find your patella in
your: Is knee; (b) wrist; (c) elbow.
neck.
- 6 The first heart transplant
pfrfrilled by . a) Dr. Jonas
Salk h‘ Dr Walter

Christiaan Barnard; id) Dr. Denton
Cooley.
7 Which famous Romantic
poet was trained as a physician’ (a
Percy
Shelley;
(bi
William
Wordsworth; id) John Keats, (di
William Blake
8 YOU have 20 sets of pha
bi
lenges what are they? (a ) ribs;
molars; ( c ) vertebrae. di fingers
and toes
tra
pr,rtue,.1

in quantity during: (a) World Nal- I
(b) the 1930s; (c) World War II, (di
the late 19406
10. The first organ transplanted from one human to another
was: (a) a heart, lb) a liver, to a
kidney; ( di a lung
11 The first vaccine effective
against polio was developed by: (a)
Dr Jonas Salk, (hi Dr Benjamin

12 Anesthesia was first widely
used during the: lc lam; (b) 18406;
(c) 18606; ( di 18110s.
13. The longest bone in the body
is: (a) the humerus; (b) the spine,
( c ) the femur , (dr the fibula
- 14. What is the sternum better
known as’ (a) breastbone, ibi hip.
c I jaw bone, (di shoulderbiade
ANSWERS: lb 2.c 3.d 4 d 5.a 6 c
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Spartans to invade
Long Beach tonight

SJSU volleys back, takes Cal in 3

Looking for third conference win
Ry Rob (.ibbany
Daily staff

The SJSU football team returns
to the friendly confines of PCAA competition tonight when it takes on Long
Beach State at 6 p.m in a nationally televised ESPN game
Successes have been few and far
between this year for the 2-7 Spartans, but both victories have come
over PCAA foes (New Mexico State
and Pacific).
With two games left and no post season possibilities. SJSU quarterback Doug Allen just wants to
close out the season on a positive
note.
"We have a chance to be 4-3 (in
the PCAA ) if we win our next two,"
he said. "That would be uplifting for
next year.
r One of the major obstacles to victory against Long Beach State will be
49ers quarterback Doug Gaynor, who
was named PCAA Co-Offensive
!Player of the Week earlier in the sear son for completing 31 of 40 passes for
398 yards and five touchdowns in the
49ers’ 38-17 win over New Mexico
State.
IThe passing yardage and number
of TD passes are conference highs
this season.
49er head coach Mike Sheppard
’ recognizes the value of his honorable’ mention All-American signal-caller,
but still sees room for improvement.
"Although he’s done some good
things at times, we feel like he could
execute a little better," Sheppard
said.
Gaynor has indeed done some
"good things:" prior to last week’s
$ 20-7 win over Pacific, Gaynor led the
; PCAA in total offense and passing efficiency.
"What he isn’t doing well is that
he’s still a little flighty in the
pocket," Sheppard said.
"We want him to concentrate
;
; more on sitting down and making decisions rather than leaving the
pocket," he said. "The good part
1 about that (scrambling out of the
; pocket) is he’s a good athlete and can
make some things happen.
"The bad part about it is at least
. half the time, something bad happens, so we would just as soon get
back to the line of scrimmage and
call another play."

Gaynor’s primary targets are
split end Charles Lockett, who leads
the PCAA in receiving, and fullback
Mark Templeton, the conference’s
second-leading receiver.
One problem that both teams had
to face was having two fewer days of
practice for the Thursday game.
SJSU
offensive
coordinator
Terry Shea said the shorter preparation time caused the Spartans to approach practice differently.
"We’ll tried to work on the mental aspect (of the game) even more
than the physical," he said. "We
gave the players as much rest as we
could without a lot of contact drills."
The Spartans didn’t wear their
pads during practice this week,
according to Allen, who said "the
coach didn’t want to take a risk on an
injury.
"We’re at the stage where he
(head coach Claude Gilbert) feels we
can go after people," Allen said. "We
have the physical ability to hit people
now."
Long Beach State has a different
philosophy on how to prepare during
the short week.
"We practiced in full pads on
Monday and went as hard as we ever
do," Sheppard said. "We normally
don’t practice on Monday, so this was
a little different for us."
Sheppard also is concerned about
the impact television may have on his
team.
"They the Spartans) have had
an advantage in that they have
played on TV (a 20-18 loss to Fullerton State on Oct. 3) so they know a
little more about playing in that type
of game," he said.
"There’s four additional TV
timeouts per quarter
16 ins game
and it takes you awhile to get used
to how you’re going to utilize that
(extra time)."
Allen agreed that this should give
SJSU an advantage, since "we know
how to pace ourselves."
Another advantage the offense
should have, according to Allen, is its
familiarity with Long Beach State’s
defense.
"They have the same defensive
schemes (as Oregon, last week’s opponent)," he said. Oregon used a 4-3
defensive alignment.
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Its Scott Van Camp
Daily staff writer
California volleyball coach Marlene
Piper thought her team had a chance to beat
sixth -ranked SJSU Tuesday night in Spartan
Gym, especially after jumping out to a 5-0
lead in the first game But the Spartans prevailed in three close games, 15-13, 16-14 and
15-13.
"We had a good team on the run tonight,"
Piper said. "But we just couldn’t seem to give
that extra push for the win."
The Bears fell to 19-18 overall, 5-3 in NorF’ac, while SJSU improved to 224 and 8-0 in
the conference.
After losing to USC last Saturday, the
Spartans were hoping to bounce back in a big
way against Cal, but ended up with a lackluster effort, said outside-hitter Lisa Ice.
"The USC loss may have taken a little bit
out of us, but there is really no excuse for the
way we played," Ice said.
The Spartans committed 22 attack errors
in the match and finished with seven service
errors.
Christa Cook led the Spartan offense with
20 kills and a .447 hitting percentage, but
according to coach Dick Montgomery, things
went downhill from there.
"Christa was our only bright spot tonight.
Otherwise it’s the worst match we’ve had this
season. Cal should have heat us," Montgomery said.
After falling behind in the first game, the
team managed to battle back and took the
lead 10-8 on three straight errors by Cal.
Looking to put the game away at 14-11.
the Bears forced nine straight side outs, and
scored two points of their own.
At 14-13, the Spartans set up Cook for a
kill and they led the match 1-0.
In game two, SJSU jumped out to a to-:1
lead, but after Montgomery pulled lee out of
the lineup, the Bears scored nine straight
points and led 12-10.
With Ice back in, the lead seesawed unlil
freshman Kim flicks served an ace that hit
the very back of the line to give the Spartans
the 16-14 win and a two game lead.
Despite the close losses in the first two
games, Cal didn’t give up in the third. The
Bears jumped out to an 9-5 lead before the
Spartan’s Ice tied the game at 9-9.
SJSU fell behind 13-12 until Cook’s kill
tied the game. After Cal called a timeout the
Spartans managed to win the game and
match with two straight points.
Spartan setter Teri Debusk maintained
her top-10 assist average at .447 with 51. Cook
Stu Stephenson
Daily staff photographer
also led the team in digs, with 15.
SJSU will have 10 days before it hosts
Washington in a conference match on Nov. Christa Cook kills the ball during Tuesday night’s three-game victory against Cal
15.

WANTED: Two thrill -seeking reporters.
brains optional, looking to dig up - .
the story of the century. 0
r information call..
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We think
You should know...
MON.-6:00pm
"On the way LIP"

TUES.-6:00pm
-"Tower Talks"
CARCt KAN

WED.-6:00pm

JOHN BWIDi

"Dennis Terry’s Oldies"

THURS.-6:00pm
-Spartan Sportswatch"

FRI.-6:00pm
"Cara a Cara"

DIFFERENT, ENTERTAINING.
Public Affairs shows aimed especially at SJSU
students

NEW WORLD PICTURES presents
A MACE NEUFeLD Production
IEFF GOLDBLUM JOSEPH BOLOGNA ED BEGLEY, IR.
"TOkNSYLVANIA.6-5000- CAROL KANE .lEFFREY1ONES JOHN BYNER
GEENA DAVIS MICHAEL RICHARDS DONALD GIBB NORMAN FELL and TERESA GANZEL06 flizabett;
Musk corriposed & conducted by LEE HOLDRIDGE Executive Producers PAUL LICHTMAN and ARNIEfISHMAN
Written by RUDY DeLUCA Produced by MACE NEUFELD and THOMAS H. BRODEK
Directed by RUDY De LUC A Sound track available or VRRESE SRRRININDIE roc orcis and topes.
likr: NEW WORLD PICTURES’

itibl PARENTAL GUIDANCE MEM I.
sort ammo,
Nor sumillmillios

TUNE IN 90.7 AND LEARN SOMETHING OUTSIDE
THE CLASSROOM.

VIM

STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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If you feel you can do it better, put the striped shirt on
The Official Score
Scott.
Vigan011,
Sports Editor
ALL YOU crimebusters
FOR
out there, make some room
under file drawer "A" fora
different sort of injustice.
Find the "Abuse" category, and
right behind the manilla folders
labeled "child" and "drug," insert
one that says "zebra." That’s right
"zebra." So you didn’t know that
zebras were being abused, huh?
What’s that? All you thought our
striped, four-legged friends did was
run around in the jungle? Hold on.
I’m talking about the human zebra,
not the animal version.
The human zebra also runs
around a lot but never in a jungle,
just on grass, astroturf or a wooden
floor. He usually wears black or
white pants and sports a whistle in
his mouth to go along with his
customary striped shirt.

For those few who haven’t
figured out what the human zebra is,
he is better known as a "referee,"
"official," "blind fool," "stupid ass"
or as longtime Raider broadcaster
Bill King once described
"incompetent boob."
And if you think the word
"zebra" shouldn’t precede "abuse,"
put the striped shirt on an do some
officiating. Too many people fans,
players and coaches rip officials
without knowing what it’s like to call
a game. Like 1 said before, put the
striped shirt on. Zebra fevercatch
it.
Why do I seem sympathetic to
the duties of an official? Because it’s
a bunch of bull when people, without
warrant, shred officials as if they’re
not human.
If you want one or even 100

Bears’ player is no ’hero’
MANHATTAN BEACH (AP)
Howie Long, the All -Pro defensive
end of the Los Angeles Raiders,
thinks William "The Refrigerator"
Perry will have a limited career as a
ball carrier.
"When he plays eight or nine
straight games at noseguard, he
won’t be running the ball too much or
running a fly pattern," Long said
Wednesday of the 300-pound plus Chicago Bears defensive lineman.
"If they asked me to do that
t play offense), I’d do it. ( But ) I don’t
have any desire to do it," Long said.
Long believes that Bears Coach
Mike Ditka was rubbing it in when he
first used Perry as a running back
against the San Francisco 49ers.
"I don’t blame him for that,"
said Long. "1 can’t stand the 49ers.

That goes back to my rookie year.
"But it hasn’t been a case of rubbing it in after that."
Perry made his debut on offense
for two plays late in a Bears’ triumph
over the 49ers.
Then, during Chicago’s victory
over the Green Bay Packers on Oct
21, Perry scored on a 1 -yard touchdown run.
He also ran interference as teammate Walter Payton scored twice on
short runs.
Last Sunday, Perry was a man in
motion and caught a touchdown pass
in another victory against the Pack
ers.
"The guy’s becoming a folk
hero," Long said. "I think it’s a riot
The guy doesn’t look a pound under
350."

there’s too many of them around.
However, it’s the human element
of referees, not imcompetency, that
raises the age-old issue of using
television replays during games to
settle controversial calls. There’s
nothing wrong with this. Human
error will inevitably occur, so there’s
no reason a man’s mistake can’t be
corrected.
This is especially true during a
big game. Just ask Whitey Herzog
about the sixth game of the World
Series. Or ask Bill Walsh about the
49ers’ loss to Washington in the NFC
Championship Game two years ago.
Nobody likes to sees game decided
by an official’s call.
If a replay was instituted, the
referee or umpire would have to

examples, go watch an intramural
basketball game here at SJSU.
Rarely does 30 seconds pass without
players crying, moaning,
complaining or throwing temper
tantrums over an official’s call. The
officials, though not ready for the
NBA, do try their best.
The zebra, some contend, should
have thick skin. As a former arbiter
myself, lean’) agree with that more.
Then again, fans, players and
coaches should also think twice
before belittling the old ref.
When does the zebra deserve
verbal punishment? Only when he is
totally ignorant of the rules and
incompetent with his job. It’s these
"boobs" who give the officiating
business a bad name. Problem is,

swallow his pride, but the correct
decision will prevail.
Let’s get back to the original
point, though zebra abuse.
Zebra abuse is the reason I left
officiating and began undertaking
journalist abuse. After three years at
the youth basketball level, I got sick
of dealing with immature parents,
who knew nothing of the game, and
win -at -any -cost coaches, who seemed
lo be out for personal glory more than
anything else. The players, for the
most part, didn’t pose any problems.
What brilliant lines were
directed towards the zebras:
"They’re getting away with
murder!"
"Let the kids play!
’Be consistent. ref

"You’re missing a good game!"
Took a lot of bra inpower to think
those up.
Just once, I would liked to have
seen an irate fan or coach officiate a
game. People can never appreciate
the jobs referees do until they try it
themselves.
Officiating is not an easy
business. The action is sometimes too
fast for a human to clearly view, let
alone make a judgment. And the
abuse an official takes is mostly
unjustified.
So the next time you go crazy
over a referee’s call, do something
constructive about it put the
striped shirt on and undergo some
7ehrii abuse yourself

SAN JOSE POETRY
AND CENTER
SAN JOSE STpaE.UNIVERSITY

Test yourself.
Which early pregnancy test is as
easy to read as red, nowhite, yes?
Which is a simple one-step test?

Iti

Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?

EZRA POUND
CENTENNIAL COLLOQUIUM

Which is portable tor convenience
and privacy?

WHAT THOU LOVES’ WELL REMAINS

The EZRA POUND CENTENNIAL COLLOQUIUM
is an extensive study of the most controversial American Poet and writer of the twentieth century. Events include performances of EZRA POUNDS musical works
and readings of his poetry.

CONCERT
EZRA POUND: The Poetry of Music
NOVEMBER 6-9, 1985
ON THE MU CAMPUS

ILIMa

ADMISSION: $15.00 STUDENTS
$30.00 GENERAL PUBLIC

P ia8 noA

For More Information Please Call 277-2834
Made possible in pan by a grant from the
California Council for the Humanities

ai,n0A

Free Pregnancy
Testing
& Counseling
Completely Confidential
Pregnancy Termination
1st & Mid Trimester
(Your Choice Sleep
or Awake)
Family Planning
San Jose (408) 255-2773
5150 Graves Ave., Suite B
Fremont (415)790-3334
Oakland
(41S) 652-6503

0

Pregnancy
Consultation
Center

Prep Sessions

C.B.E.S.T.
California Basic Educational
Skills Test
Sundays
24, December 8, 1985
17,
November
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
or
Saturdays
February 1, 8, 1986
9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. and
Wednesday, February 12, 1986
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
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’Quirky bounce kills
chances for playoffs
I By Scott Van Camp
staff wnter
LDailySJSU field hockey coach Carolyn
Lewis said the team’s two previous
ames with Stanford had been so
close, it depended on the bounce of
the ball to decide the winner.
Yesterday for the Spartans the
statement rang true as the Cardinal
, beat &NU 1-0, when a seemingly rou! tine ball took a bad hop and got
hihrough Spartan goalie Jackie McGarry.
tahneyNcchAaAnceplafoyr
[
.: SUTheto cwoinmperutienedin
ffs, and knocked the team out of the
ace for the NorPac crown.
The Spartans had won nine of the
at 10 conference titles.
Coming into the game, SJSU
ed to beat Stanford and then Paific on Saturday.
Stanford had to lose to the Sparns and then to California on Friday
’for the team to gain the league title
and a chance at post season play.
SJSU’s record now stands at 7-5-1
overall, 3-3-1 in the conference. Stan ’ford is 8-3-1, 5-1-1 in league.
,
It was the third time the Spartans
save lost to the Cardinal this season,
tit SJSU’s Mace Savelkoul said Stanford had an extra ally all year.
,
"Every time we play them they
;have more luck then we do. It’s hard
to lose on a bad bounce," the disappointed midfielder said.
,
The Spartans lost to Stanford on
Oct 9. in double overtime 3-2, and
were later defeated by the Cardinal 21 in a non-conference match.

Flores
’forgets’
team’s loss
MANHATTAN BEACH (AP)
As far as Coach Tom Flores of the
Los Angeles Raiders is concerned,
there’s only one thing to do about his
team’s game at Seattle last Sunday
Forget it.
"It’s over. That one is behind
us," Flores said Wednesday at his
weekly meeting with reporters. "We
can’t dwell on it. It was almost like a
nightmare. We just put it behind us
and goon.
"We turned it over too many
times. We just hurt ourselves. It was
the same thing in our other two
losses. It wasn’t a total breakdown.

SJSU began yesterday’s contest
without back Jill Benson, who injured
a knee in practice on Tuesday.
To compound the injury problem,
leading scorer Kim Green came out
with a hurt right knee early in the
second half and did not return. Savelkoul said Green’s injury was a key
factor in the loss.
"Since I play the right side with
Kim, I know it (Green’s injury ) had
an effect on me. She’s dangerous and
makes good runs with the ball," Savelkoul said.
In the first half the game went up
and down the field, with neither side
having a serious threat on goal.
The second half was the same,
until the 17:24 mark when Alison
Smith fired a long ball that McGarry
came out to handle. As the goalie was
about to kick the ball out of the scoring area, it took a hop on the grass
and slipped underneath her feet.
Stanford midfielder Ami Chit wood was in the right position to tap
the ball in the goal as McGarry
struggled to get back.
The Spartans then played catchup, and had some good opportunities
to score near the end of the game, but
Cardinal freshman goalie Karen
Jones was able to hold off the attack.
Despite the disappointment,
Lewis said her team played well
while facing several problems.
"With Kim and Jill hurt and having a funny ball go in, we still did
some good things out there. The
team’s been strong all year," Lewis
SJSU’s Kathleen Tavolacci ( 31 ) chases down the ball in the
said.

Ken P Ruinard

Spartans’ 1-0 Final -game loss to Stanford

Choosing a lon9 distance
company is a lot like choosing
a roommate.

"I don’t think it’s a setback. If it
had knocked us out of the running or
really set us back it would have been
a setback. We play Denver twice and
Seattle once more. We’re still in first
place and control our own destiny."
The Seahawks crushed the Raiders 33-3. Seattle led 26-0 at halftime
due in great part to a 56-yard return
of a blocked field goal attempt for a
touchdown and a 75-yard interception
return for another score.
The loss snapped a five-game
winning streak for the Raiders, who
fell to 6-3. Los Angeles is tied for first
place in the American Football Conference’s Western Division with
Denver Seattle is one game back at
5-4.
The San Diego Chargers in)
proved their record to 4-5 last Sunday
with a 30-10 upset victory over
Denver to draw to within two games
of first place in the division.
The Raiders and Chargers play
for the second time in a 13-day period
this Sunday at San Diego. Los Angeles breezed to a 34-21 decision when
the teams met at the Coliseum on
Monday night, Oct. 28.
"The Chargers have some life
and they’re back in the race," Flores
said. "They still have a chance plus
they’re playing better. We’ll have our
hands full; we always do with San
Diego.

It’s better to know what they’re
like before you move in.

"Defense is where they’ve been
criticized the most; defense is where
they’ve improved the most."

U.S. golf team
seeks world title
KAPALUA, Hawaii ( AP) -- Despite a dismal 0-3 record in international golf team competition this season, captain Ray Floyd was confident
as he led his American squad against
Australia today in the new Nissan
Cup World Championship.
"I’m expecting good things. All
my guys are playing well. Thcre’s no
reason we shouldn’t do very, very
well.
"I feel very good about our
chances," said Floyd, whose optimism is in the face of American defeats earlier this year at the hands of
teams representing the other three
international tours
Japan, Australia and Europe - competing in this
event.
The Americans, long dominant in
international golf, lost to Europe in
the Ryder Cup Matches in England,
lost to Australia in the finals of the
multi -team Dunhill Cup Matches in
Scotland and last week lost a head -tohead match to Japan in the ABC Cup.

Living together with someone for the first
time can be an "educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company
isn’t any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you’re used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won’t be
any surprises when you move in. You’ll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you’re
used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rateso you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.
So when you’re asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether
you’re into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.
Reach out and touch someone

...01111111111w.
,=1111=IIK

01965 ATaT Communications

11111NomMor
""(1181111101w

AT&T

The right choice.

Daily staff photographer
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Ice gleams on volleyball court Hayward
defeats
Spartans

her

By Scott Van Camp
Daily staff writer
Lisa Ice leads the SJSU volleyball team’s offensive attack with
302 kills. She also leads the team in
digs, with 195.
But Ice is not a leader, or so she
said.
When the team is on the court,
the setter is really the leader. I
tend to be quiet, I’m not a vocal
person," Ice said.
In last Saturday’s loss to USC,
Ice had a season -high 26 digs and 27
kills, earning the KSJS-Spartan
Daily Athlete of the Week award.
Against the Trojans, the 6-foot I junior gave an all-out effort when
her team was behind. Ice said that
in a way, she felt some pressure to
lead her team to victory.
"As far as position, it’s a big
responsibility to be a left outside
hitter. The ball comes to me slot. It
also depends on who’s out on the
court with me,- she said.
After the loss to USC, the players were angry and frustrated, Ice
said. Although it was only their
fourth defeat in 25 games, they felt
they should have won, which drove
them to work harder.
"There has to be pressure in
order to succeed. We should never
be totally satisfied with our performances," she said.
Speaking of performance, Ice
has been consistently good in her
Spartan volleyball career.
In 1982 she was the first SJSU

Lisa lee
freshman to be selected to the NorPac all -conference team. In 1983
she led the team in kills 2361 and
hitting percentage I 3411 and was
named honorable mention AllAmerican
When a knee injury sidelined
her at the end of the ’83 season, Ice
redshirted in 1984 to be fit for this
year’s campaign.
Despite the impressive statistics, Ice feels she still has things to
work on.
"My mental game needs work.
I need to improve in my hitting,
blocking everything," she said.
However, Ice does feel her
serving game is strong, as is her
hitting when it is on.

Ice said she loves volleyball because it is different from anything
else.
"It’s an intellectual game. You
have to be able to read offenses and
defenses spontaneously." Ice said.
In order to get away from the
pressures of playing on a Top Ten
team, Ice said she plays the piano
"which I’m not that great at." and
takes long drives in her white
Toyota Celica.
Ice was a standout in volleyball, basketball and softball at
Santa Teresa High School, but now
concentrates on volleyball only.
She also studies. After her knee
injury, Ice changed her major from
health science to human performance, with an interest in sports
medicine.
Even with the time consuming
role as student athlete, Ice said
that sports and academics can mix.
"We don’t have as much time
as other students do, but because
we play a sport we have to structure our time to study. In that way
we could have an advantage," she
said.
Ice’s first order of business is
to play well enough to help the
Spartans into post -season play.
The last two games have been
disappointing for the team and the
coaches.
A loss to USC and a sub-par
performance against California on
Tuesday night may have provided
incentive for the Spartans to do better.

By Anne Spandau
Daily staff writer
The season is finished for SJSt
soccer team and it now can do noth
ing more than wait for next year and
hope for a better finish.
The Spartans ended the season
with a loss to Hayward Stale yesterday. 3-1, in an overtime non -conference game at Spartan Field. SJSt",
record fell to 6-11-2. Hayward iii
proved its record to 9-7-2.
The loss was a disappointing one
for the Spartans. Forward Brian
Kohne, who scored the Spartans lone
goal, said this game has been typical
of most of this season’s performances.
"We played a great game, but
they just got lucky," he said. "It’s
been the same way all year. We just
don’t get the breaks."
The Spartans started out strong,
according to coach Julius Menendez.
Thirty minutes into the first half,
Kohne scored a goal off Hayward
goalie Mark Lehnert, with an assist
by Nick Rotteveel. After that though,
it was all Hayward.
About midway through the second half Hayward tied the game with
a goal by midfielder George Pires.
Then, with the second half almost
over, Spartan midfielder Rich Rollins just missed a goal which could
have given SJSU the win

on oc erille - Daily eta f photograp
SJSU’s Rob Allen, No. 3, takes the ball down the field
"It’s tough for the team when
guys like me miss an opportunity
shot like I did," Rollins said. "We
just sank after that."
Early in the overtime. Hayward
scored on a goal by forward Dan Or cult Spartan goalie Joe Gangale
slipped and mutt kicked the ball
right passed him.
Then about five minutes later.

Hayward forward Ty Blair scored
after Gangale came away from th,
goal area and Blair shot the ball into
the net
Statistically, Gangale had three
saves, and Lehnert had two. Both
SJSU and Hayward had 11 attempted
goal shots.
"There have been a lot of ups and
downs, but more downs than ups," he
said.

Bulldogs’
making
their mark
on gridiron
Jim Sweeney
FRESNO AP
has plenty of praise to pass around
when he’s asked why his Fresno State
football team still is undefeated.
Sweeney spent half an hour extolling to a reporter the qualities of each
part of the Bulldogs’ offense, which
has run and passed with equal proficiency to average 444 yards a game;
and the stingy defense, which has
limited opponents to an average of
330 yards per game.
The result has been a 7-0-1 record, sparking thoughts of a repeat of
a 1982 matchup in the California Bowl
between Fresno State of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association and Bowling Green of the Mid-American Con$erence if both teams can win their
remaining league games.
"We have a complete team that
:could play anybody," Sweeney said.
:"I’m not saying we would beat teams
;in the top 10, but there aren’t any
?teams in America that this team
’wouldn’t play close."
Sweeney gives a lot of credit to
his assistant coaches. But whoever
should get the praise, the main difference between the winning 1985 Bulldogs and a so-so, 6-6 1984 team is
overall balance.
The most noticeable difference is
in running which was largely nonexistent last year. The new-found
running attack results from recruits
such as community college transfer
James Williams, who has 708 net
yards and eight touchdowns; and
freshman Kelly Skipper, who has 377
net yards and seven touchdowns.
That takes some of the pressure
;off quarterback Kevin Sweeney, who
:doubles as the coach’s son.
"Our quarterback is as good as
any quarterback in the country," the
:coach said. "That’s not a fatherly
)cove kind of thing.
"This kid can throw the deep ball
:
:and can throw moving in and out of
the pocket. He has velocity on the ball
:and has developed a touch on the
:short passing game."
With one more year of eligibility
:remaining, young Sweeney has
:thrown for 7,394 yards and could be a
:threat to the NCAA career passing
:record of 10,579 yards set by Doug
Flutie of Boston College last season.
A Cal Bowl pairing between those
teams would please local sponsors
anxious to fill 30,000-seat Bulldog Sta.dium The only time they’ve done
that in four previous games was the
year Fresno State played; the stadium has been half full for some
games where both teams came from
’afar.

Players cited
:
QuarNEW YORK 1API
lerback Dan Fouts of the San Diego
Chargers and cornerback Terry Taylor of the Seattle Seahawks were
named as the AFC Players of the
Week
Fouts completed 23 of 34 passes
for 302 yards and two touchdowns as
the Chargers beat Denver 30-10 Sunday
Taylor returned an interception
yards for a touchdown and blocked
a field goal attempt that was returned se yards for another &web
the Seahawks beat the l’Ae AneOre
Raiders :13-3

Of all the beers in this world,
there’s only one brewed around
the world, in the great beer
drinking countries Lowenbrau
Brewed in Munich Brewed in
England. Sweden, Canada.

.’:)’-

Japan and here in America
Here, as around the world, aromatic Hallertau hops are imported to give Lowenbrau its
world class taste And Munich’s
brewmasters ensure that the

Lowenbrau brewed in each
country meets distinctive taste
and quality standards That’s
how you get 600 years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth
American beer.

THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.
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The Real World

To include your information in
Spartaou.de. visit the Daily office in
Room 208. second floor of Dwight Ben
tel Hall
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The French and German clubs
are sponsoring a foreign language
book fair from 10 to 3 today in the
Sweeney Hall courtyard. For more
information, call the Foreign Language Department at 277-2576.

r

The Golden Key National Honor
Society will hold its second general
meeting at 6:30 tonight in Duncan
Hall, Room 544. For further information, call Kris Christian at 294-5658.
The psychology national honor
society, Psi Chi, will hold a meeting
at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, Room 337. The meeting is the deadline for accepting
membership applications for this semester. For further information, call
Ann Marie 279-4179.

s
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A few predictions from the 1 9th Century.

Spartaguide

Manuel Ruiz

Every decimal point’s nightmare.

The School of Education, teacher
education division, will conduct
group advisement concerning the
Multiple Subject Credential Program
from 3:30 to 4:20 today and tomorrow
in Sweeney Hall, Room 120. For more
information, call Dr. Dana T. Elmore
at 977-2681.
The Chicano Library is exhibiting the Dia de Los Muertos Altar
from 8 to 5 today and tomorrow on the
third floor of Wahlquist Library For
further information. call Lupe Soles
at 277-2594.
The Human Performance Department is looking for members for
its intermediate square dance class
for next semester. If interested, contact Martin Pedersen at 247-1080.
The Department of Meteorology

ill sponsor a seminar titled "A Sum.
mary of Research Projects on PBL
Structure and Dispersion Modeling at
the Italian National Research Laboratory in Bologna" from 11:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall,
Room 615.

The SJSU Ski Club will hold a
meeting at 7:30 tonight in McQuarrie
Hall, Room 324. For further information, call Doug at 225-0960 or Michelle
at 244-3761.
Robert L. Byer, from the Stanford University Physics Department,
will conduct a seminar titled "From
the Klystron to the Laser: the Stanford Connection" at 4 p.m today in
the Science Building, Room 258. Coffee and cookies will be served at 3:30
p.m. in room 239. The event is sponsored by the Physics Department.
For further information, call Dr.
Brian Holmes at 277-3624.

USS Enterprise damaged in collision with reef

Senior citizens study at SJSU
By Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer
Hailing from Long Island and
Florida, from Oregon and Arizona,
they converged on SJSU. They
ranged in age from 60 to 84. Their
quest was intellectual stimulation
and physical adventure.
They came to participate in the
ELDERHOSTEL program.
College, which often is seen as
the preparation of youth for the de
mends of the world, work and family.
can also be used simply for the joy of
learning.
ELDERHOSTEL offers senior
citizens the opportunity to learn and
enjoy. Based on the premise that re
tirement does not mean withdrawal.
the program is guided by the needs of
older citizens who want intellectual
stimulation.
The program began in 1974 and
by 1984, 75,000 seniors had participated in summer and academic-year
programs at universities in the
United States, Canada, Great Brit
am, Israel, France and other European countries.
Last summer, 39 senior citizens
lived in an SJSU dormitory for one
week, ate cafeteria food and liked it,
and attended three classes a day.
SJSU political science Prof. Roy
Young is coordinator for the program.
"It’s a joy to deal with them because they’re so alive," Young said
"They are interested in learning, are
anxious to talk about it and are
among the best students I’ve ever
had."
Young, who has been the coordinator for three years, said the success of the program often is determined by the courses offered.
"Many universities, in my
judgment, do not take the courses as
seriously as SJSU," he said.
Instead of offering courses specifically tailored to senior citizens.
SJSU offers diversity. Last summer
Religion in America, the Imperial Judiciary and Shakespeare’s King Lear
were taught.
Young said this diversity of
courses was a catalyst that brought
the seniors to SJSU from all over the
country. Participants included a retired lawyer, retired minister and
former university president.
The seniors pay 8190 for food.
lodging and the three courses, and
faculty receive $200 to teach for the

Disabled
seek federal
parking law
MIDDLETOWN, Conn. (AP
Ruby DeGiovanni has an artificial
knee and severe arthritis in her neck
and spine, yet when she drove to her
doctor’s office in Massachusetts, police refused to let her park in a space
reserved for the handicapped.
For disabled people, the lack of a
national law entitling them to special
parking spaces in any state sometimes means being humiliated when
police ask them to move their cars.
It also results in longer walks
and, sometimes, parking fines.
"It’s just ridiculous," DeGiovenni said "If you’re handicapped
here, in Connecticut, you’re handicapped in New York."
Last month, DeGiovanni decided
to do something about it.
Armed with a petition asking for
a nationwide law, she began promoting her cause at shopping malls
After getting nearly 1,000 signatures.
she sent the petition to U S Rep. Sam
Gejdenson. D -Conn
"People just don’t realize that
there is no such law," she said Gejdenson said he plans to draft legislation requiring all 50 stales to acknowledge vehicles of handicapped
people from other states The mea
sure would provide for denial of a
portion of federal highway funds for
states that failed to comply

week Teachers don’t do it for the
money, Young said, but for the rewards of teaching the seniors.
"I do it for the satisfaction of

dealing with these people for a week.
They show up at 8:30 a.m., participate and are appreciative of what
you’re doing."

SAN DIEGO (API The nuclear-powered aircraft carrier USS
Enterprise suffered a 60-foot gash
in its hull and damage to propeller
blades when it hit a reef, causing
some jet fuel to leak into the ocean.
Navy spokesman Lt. Ken

Luchka said Tuesday that the puncture of several tanks released an
undetermined amount of jet propulsion fuel called JP-5, but the Enterprise stayed at least 60 miles offshore until the leak stopped.
Luchka said the hull tear was

about two feet wide on the forward
end and narrows to a few inches at
the back end.
The Enterprise struck a reef
called Bishop’s Rock about 100
miles west of San Diego on Saturday evening.
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Yesterdaily
Because many SJSU students attend classes two or three times a week,
the Spartan Daily is including news
items from the previous paper to help
keep everyone informed on campus

every day.
Mar

Campus
: The SJSU budget increased 3.6
percent over last year, as compared

to an overall 7.4 percent jump in the
overall California State University
system budget.
The new budgets, which were
higher than last year’s level even
considering inflation, were presented
to the Academic Senate last week.

throughout the California State University system by sending 30,000 post
cards to the CSU Board of Trustees
An SJSU Associated Students
child care committee, which was
formed Monday, will try to get 2,000
post cards filled out by tomorrow for
Tim Haines, A.S. director of California State Affairs, to take to the CSSA
meeting in Northridge this weekend.

The California State Students Association will show its support for increased funding for child care

The Fat Boys concert, which had
been slated for Dec. 10 at San Jose
Civic Auditorium, has been canceled
because the group’s new promoter
was asking for too much money.
The original agreement would
have paid the group $10,000 for the
appearance, but, following the Fat
Boys’ increased popularity from
their appearance in the movie

"Krush Groove," the promoter asked
for an additional $2,500.
The A.S. Program Board refused
to pay the extra money.

rado Springs, Colo.
Christine Pennick won the gold
medal and Kevin Asano and Teri
Takemori each took a bronze.

Sports

The cross country team finished
in last place in the PCAA championships held in Las Vegas on the weekend. It was the last meet of the season.

SJSU’s judo team won one gold
medal and two bronze medals at the
U.S. Open Championships in Colo-
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Adams’
unseen
treasures
Photographer’s
works found
CARMEL HIGHLANDS I AP) Ansel Adams’ treasure trove of 40,000
black and white photographs, packed
inside a concrete and steel vault, is
yielding "new" masterpieces the meticulous artist never found time to
print.
"Two or three times a day, we
come across something that just
blows us away," said Rod Dresser,
who is proofing Adams’ nearly seven
decades of work before it is sent to
the University of Arizona’s Center for
(’real ve Photography.

Department offers tips for job interviews
gaard, Career Planning and Place
ment assistant director.
Another possibility given to students is to get an appointment with
the Career Planning and Placement
advisers who give immediate ideas
and suggestions, Wilkes said.
Students need to realize that the
way they present themselves is important, said Carolynn Gunn, Career Planning and Placement adviser. The first impression given out
is the physical appearance. said
Gunn at last September’s seminar
on "Dressing for The Successful Interview
"The interviewer makes assumptions on the candidate’s appearance within the first 15 seconds
or so. The way candidates project
themselves is crucial," Gunn said.
The interview workshops are
between one hour and 90 minutes
long. The emphasis is put on the

By Jack Tord/ma
Daily staff writer
When looking for a job, the interview is one of the first contacts
with the prospective employer
Therefore, it’s important to be
prepared and make the best impression, said Margaret Wilkes, Career
Planning and Placement adviser.
The Career Planning and Placement office has several options to
assist students in learning how to
get the best out an interview.
Two kinds of workshops are offered to all SJSU students, Wilkes
said Interview I is a series with
suggestions and tips on the research
and preparation process. Interview
II includes simulated interviews
through video tapes from which students get individual feedback. They
also get an idea of what they should
or should not do to make it as effective as possible, said Debra Boo-

Though known for landscape and
nature photography, Adams also
made some 2,500 portraits and 3,000
color photos, most of which have
never been printed.
"We keep uncovering stashes in
shoe boxes and in the back of closets
that he liked and wanted to do something with," Dresser said.
Some of the "new" photos were
published for the first time in Adams’
recently released autobiography, edited by his chief assistant, Mary Alinder. Others will be published in future books, including a collection of
his letters.
The masterpieces in the book in
elude "Succulents and Cypress
Root," "Cathedral Rocks, Meadow
Mist" and "Glacier Bay."
In the months after Adams died
April 22, 1984, at the age of 82, Alinder
said she "talked" to him.
"I don’t mean that in a spooky
way," she said. "I was so angry. In a
loving way, I would say, ’Ansel
Adams, why didn’t you make a print
of that?’ And I could hear him saying,
’Oh, well, I’ll get to it next week.’ He
always went from project to project
and that was old business."
When Adams made a photo
graph, he believed in doing every
thing himself - from visualizing, ex
posing and developing to producing
the final print. He sometimes labored
for days to achieve a print that satisfied him.
His autobiography is visually el
egant, sprinkled with wisdom and po
etry from a long life filled with art.
music, nature, humor and remarka
ble friends.
One of the few bitter passages
concerns President Reagan, whom
Adams strongly criticized for his en
vironmental policies.
Adams served on the Sierra Club
board of trustees for 37 years until
1971, when he quit in a dispute over
nuclear energy. In 1980, President
Carter presented him with the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest civilian honor.
Adams, a two-finger typist with
arthritic hands, spent his last years
punching out his memoirs on a computer, printing his most famous photos for exhibitions and speaking
about environmental issues. Only
rarely did he find time to go out with
his camera.
Adams produced about 40 books
He was a workaholic during the day.
and an insomniac who kept the light
and radio on all night. Still, there
wasn’t enough time to print all his
work

Wanted

Up to $ 7.00 an hour to start
plus mileage and tips
Cash each night.
Apply in person
between 4:30pm
and 9:00pm.
Domino’s Plaza
510S. 10th St.
2648 Alum Rock
1909 Tully Road
19s4 Domino’s Puna

career adviser
preparation before the interview,
Wilkes said. She said that the interview’ is similar to a testing situation.
"The more students know about
what’s going to happen, the better
they’re going to be prepared and
therefore they’re going to be confortable about it," Wilkes said
Some of the steps for the preparation should include research on
the company, a personal background on past jobs, and a precise
list of career goals and the position
sought for the particular company

they want to work for, said Wilkes
said.
Because interviews are basically done on the same format,
students should be able to think of
some of the basic questions asked or
answers to come up with. Most of
the interviews for professional employment have questions related to
the candidate’s goals, background,
and
extracurricular activities,
Wilkes said.
Examples of some commonly
asked questions are why the candidate wants to work for the com-

patty, why the student cl
career, what are the ci
weaknesses and streng
does the candidate deal
ing in a team and how we
or she accept criticism
ments, said Michael Fren
nel director for Accour
Business Data Inc.
One of the key elemer
cessful interviews is prai
cause everyone gets ne
times, one of the ways to di
logo through as many inte
possible, Wilkes said. Th
Planning and Placement
on -campus interviews s
graduating students looki
jobs. Wilkes suggests cand
tend some of the workshi
miliarize themselves with
view process.
The Career Planning a
ment office is located in Bu
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Ready for You!
with a Grand Opening Sale and Celebration
Friday, Nov. 8 through Sunday, Nov. 17
Skiing
Lange Z Comfort
Downhill Ski Boots
Reg $ IRS 00

$119.93

Sale

Reflex SMU
Downhill Poles
Meg

2- 95

Sale

$17.95

Smith Goggles
Reg 81996 mil 82995
Sale $13.93 and $1993
REI Cordura’ Boot Ita5.
ompare

2

95

$15,.93

Sale

REI Cordura’ Ski Bag
ompare $25 95
Sale 018.93
Thule Standard Ski Hack
Reg $IS 95

Sale

Barrecrafter SR -72
Ski Rack
Reg 11,1 95

Sale

$49.9.3

REI Entrant"’
Bugaboo Parka
Keg Si49 95

$11.93

$59.95

Sale

REI Entrant"’ Powder Pants
Reg 5-9 95
Sale $49.93
Assorted Wigwam
Ski Socks
If pert 54 96 and Ss 95
Sale $1.93 and $2.93
Hot Mini Pocket Warmer
Reg

’hi

Sale

230

Optimus Adjustable
Handwarmer

sale $5.93

Reg SR 50

Camping and
Backpacking
REI Super Pack
Reg 1189 95
sale $64.93
REI Sahale Pack
Salt’ $89.93
Reg 5149 95
REI
Kle)tlersack
Keg Sin
.s
sale $34.93
REI Travel Pack
Reg 89 9 96
sale $79.95
REI Geodome Tent
( ompare 52") ’15 Sale $223.93
REI Matrix Lite
Sleeping Bag
Regular Reg 865 95
Sale

$49.93
Sale $55.93

long Reg F’. 95
Backpacker Pillow
Reg $ i 95
sale $2.93
JanSport Acoma Tent
I "impart. 8199 95 Sale $159.93
Sierra West Gore-Tex’
Bivy Sack
Reg Slili 95

sale $84.9.3

Sierra Designs
Flashlight Tent
Reg

Slhi 9i

Sale

$134.93

REI Mini Headlamp
Reg 59 95
saie
Sigg Tourist Cook Kit
Site $14.93
Reg S I9 95
Polycarbonate Utensils
Sale 6.30
Reg 95): pkg
Wide-Mouth Poly Bottle
16", ize
Reg Si 95
Sale 930

Ski Packages
REI Downhill Ski Packages
Rossignol 3G Skis/
Salomon ’47 Bindings Package
Retail tattle unt I lllll
$465 (R)
REI Reg

Pkg Pro $914 -5
Sale Pkg. Price $379.00
c)itri 771 Skis/
Salomon 64" Bindings Package
Ret ail saki,. lint -I mou lllll ig)
5.4(K) 00
Reg Pkg Prat. $ 292 Si)

Part or full time.
Flexible hours and days
Must be at least 1 8
Must have own car
and insurance
Must be able to work
weekends.

-Carolynn Gunn,

caaoilY

RH

111110
delivery
persons

’The interviewer makes assumptions on
the candidate’s appearance within the first
15 seconds or so.’

Sale Pkg. Price $281.50
Atomic ARS Carbon HV Skis/
Tyrolia 2900 Bindings Package
Meijil \ aim tint! 1114ounting
S480 00
RE! Reg Pkg Price 52-6 00
Sale Pkg. Price $255.00
Atomic At-’ Excellent Skis/
Tyrolia 19013 Bindings Package
lint I mounting,
K-ijil\
CZ’S 00
I WI 50
Keg Pkg Pot,

Sale Pkg.

Price

005.00

Plus!

Double Queen and King

(log $12’) oc to Si’)’) 95
Sale $89.93 to $139.93
Gold Seal Smoked
Salmon Fillet
Net xi I Its 2
Sale $24.93
Reg $2996
Pacific Dessert Company
Chocolate Decade t1Ce
sale $9.93
Reg 511 95
RF.I Camera Bags
Reg

Ds

$69.93

Sale

Because It’s There
Rainier Parka
Ong $ 120 00
Sale $41.93
Outdoor Products
Bayview Ridge Parka
Compare $119 95 Sale $79.93
REI Timberline Parka
Ong 589 95

Sale

$49.93

RE1 Cagoule Parka
Sale $39.93
Reg 849 95
Saranac Quallofil Vest
Compare $9 95

$19.93

Sale

DuPont I rrillli A10,11 Mark

REI Running Suit
Jacket.
Reg 598 95
Sale $79.93
Pants.
Sale $54.93
Reg 566 95
REI Polypropylene/Lycra’
Running Tights

$19.93

Sale

Reg S26.95

REI "No Sweat" Sweats
Crewnecks and bottoms
Reg $21 95 to $2495
Sale

$16.9.3 i. $19.93

REI Mountain Wool
Sweaters and Vests
Reg Si’) 95 ii) 842 95
Sale

$15.9.3 to 022.93

REI Button -Down
Flannel Shirt
sten’, and women’ sIres
Reg $21 95
Sale $14.93
Slen’s hill sin’s
Reg $25 95
Sale $16.93
Patagonia Rugby Jersey
Ong

32 9S

Sale

$14.93

REI Corduroy Slacks
Sale $19.93
Reg $29 95
Patagonia’
Expedition -Weight
Polypropylene Underwear
Unisex Zip 1 -Neck in \ as \ or (,ra.
Sale $18.93
()rig. $3I 94
Men’s 110110M, in Ni,
()rig 845 95

Sale

$18.93

Ragg Wool Mitts With
Polypropylene Linings
ompare Si I 95
Sale 67.93
Leather -Palm Ragg Gloves
Reg Sic 95

Sale

$9.93

Includes 1st her Skis Salomon
SR Oil Boots 555 limit Minding
’,stem and touring poles

Compare 8’ 95

Biking
Get a FREE Bike Hat when
you buy one at regular
price! Reg $3 95 ea
MSR Bike Helmet
Sale $36.93
Reg 8.9.95
REI Pigskin Bike Gloves
Compare SR 95

$5.93

Sale

REI Novara Wind Trainer
Reg 589 95
sale $74.93
Alloy Bottle Cage and
Water Bottle

Monday, Nov. 11
RE1 Silk Underwear
long-Sleeved Crewneck an
Bottoms Reg 5114 50 ea
One day only $14.73.
Short -Sleeved Crewneck
Reg.
95
One day only $11.93
T.Necks: Reg $21 95
One day only- $17.53

Tuesday, Nov. 1.2

Therm-a-Rese MatteeS
Reg 542 95
One day only $24.9.3

Wednesday, Nov.
REI TourSac
Reg 562 95
One day only $39.93

Thursday, Nov. 1

$1.93

REI KT-22
Gore-Tex’ Ski Glove.
Reg 1.44 95
One day onfi $29.93

REI Novara AT
Mountain Bike
Sale P269.9.7
Reg 5429 95

Friday, Nov. 15

ompare

i 95

Sale

climbing
RF.1 Adjustable
Seat Harness
Sale
Reg $21, 95
Edelrid Classic M
Illnun x 50m Rope
Reg $I21 95

Sale

$19.93

$89.93

Salewa Orion Ice Axe
Sale $37.95
Reg 34h 95
Edelrid Chouca
Rock Hammer
Sale $18.93
Reg $24 95
Edelrid Ultralight Helmet
Sale $21.93
Compare $32 96
Stubai Tirol Crampons
Sale 6.39.93
Reg $49 95
Bonalti Oval Carabiner
Sale $2.93
ompare 5 10
REI SP Glacier Glasses Standard
Reg 59 95

Retail saki(’ 5208 90
REI Reg Pkg Price 5164 no
Sale Pkg. Price $150.00

$3.93

Sale

Cotton Quarter Socks
3 -Pack
compare s 50/pkg Sale $3.93
REI Ultra Boot Care Kit
Reg V 50
Sale $3.73

Daily Specia

Sale

$6.95

El

Celebrate at Our New Cupertino Store or at REI in Berkeley
( upertino: 20640 Homestead Road (Homestead Square) (408) 446-1991
Berkeley: 1338 San Pablo Avenue (near Gilman) (415) 527-4140
Grand Opening weekend hours at both the new Cupertino store and the REI store in Berkeley:
Fri. ( I I /8) 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Sat. and Sun. ( 1 1/9 & I I /10) 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sale week and regular hours at Cupertino:
Mon. through Fri. 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Sat. 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Sun. 12:00 noon to 5:00 p.m.

Tekna II Flashlight
Reg 58 95
One day Only $5.93
REI Fleece Jacket
Reg Silos
One day only- $29.93

Saturday, Nov. 11
MSR WhisperLite Stov
Keg 139.9%
One day only $29.93

Enter Our
Grand Openin
Sweepstakes!
Grand Prize: Sun Valley Ski V;i,
lion at Elk Horn Resort at Sun
Valley. via Horizon Air Include
six days of downhill skiing on IN
Baldy by The Sun Valley Co an
one day of cross-country skiing
with Wood River Nordic
1st Prize. REI Sleeping Bag. Te
Pack plus VS REI Gift Certifica
$544 MS value_
2nd Prize: REI Sin-art Trionfo
Bike S4.19 00 value
v it(RiE1 Triad Parka
3rd PTISI ee;
si,4,
Plus mans more prizes!
No purchase necessary.

1-.wjp.

49 95 and $ i9 ,,S

$24.93 and
REI Study Hauler
Sale

Reg

Reg 59

Footwear

Raichle Ecolite
Hiking Boots
Reg 5-9 95
Sale $59.93
Men’s REI Classic
Kilty/Tassel Loafers
Reg 862 95
Sale $42.93
REI Streetbeat
Walking Shoes
Reg $ 95
Sale $19.93
Polypropylene/Wool
Hiking Socks

Quality Outdoor Gear and Clothing Since 1938

China Down Comforter
twin

EMI X-C Ski Packages
Karhu Kodiak "Edge"
Wilderness X-C Ski Package
!Mimics Karhu Kodiak
Edge
skis. Asolo Glissade 45n Flom, and
Rottefella Master -5 Minding.
Retail VAIUC 528- Si)
REI Reg Pkg Price 5264 00
Sale Pkg. Price $249.00
Teak "Speeder" X-C
Ski Touring Package
In, ludes irk F.2600 Skis. ...5644)
Boots and ( ontact Moot/Binding
to stem
Retail s :due 5264 00
REI Reg Pkg Proc 5230 00
Sale Pkg. Price $210.00
Fischer "Country Crown"
X-C Ski Package

Clothing
Selected REI Gore -Tex
Fleece Jackets

515

$34.95

.( AN

Sale $19.93

mum%
mail or phone orders.
Shop early! Quantities limited.
Ni, dividend earned on sale items,

NO

r st ept ski pat kages.

s!)

,t.
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Entertainer
The Entertainer supplement is
an arts/entertainment guide
that appears each Thursday in
the Spartan Daily

Editor
Christine Frankendal

Associate Editor
J.M. Andermatt
Associate Editor
Kathy Keesey
Photo Editor
Steve Alden

Spec. Sections Mgr.
Leisa Stevens

Cover
The "Circus Circus" clown
beckons highway travelers to
downtown Reno’s casino center. See story, pages 6 and 7.
Photograph by Steve Capovilla.

Sniff, swish, swirl and be merry at the Pub

LIVE MUSICImmlml.

Jazzin’ it up on campus

Local wineries bring grapes to campus connoisseurs
By Alison C. Ziganti
A loaf of bread, a jug of wine and thou
. . . plus about 50 other patrons, Bruce
Springsteen blaring on the jukebox, and Monday Night Football on the big screen TV.
Not exactly the perfect setting for a romantic interlude, but when the time does
come to impress that special someone, the
Spartan Pub on campus has got you covered . . . at least for the jug of wine portion of
the package.
Connoisseurs say that choosing the correct wine with a meal is equally important as
the meal itself, and that’s one reason why the
Pub is offering wine tastings to its patrons on
a monthly basis.
"We want to inform our patrons on wines
and local wineries," said Joann Basher-Marahrens, SJSU food service manager. "We feel
it’s a learning experiences for students and
our staff and it supports our local wineries."
Local wineries Bonny Doon and Sycamore Creek Vineyards in Santa Cruz and
Congress Springs in Saratoga, are three vintners the Pub has featured.
"Each month we book one winery and
then choose two or three wines to feature and

promote," said Basher-Marahren,
Cost for three tastings is one dollar.
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’We want to inform our
patrons on wines and
local wineries. We feel it’s
a learning experience for
students and our staff.’
Joann Basher-Marahrens,
food service manager

FRANKLY SPEAKING
Music evolution

Oh my God, it’s alive!
The headline caught her attention.
Quickly, she purchased five different
magazines so she wouldn’t miss
anything.
Finally at home Lisa started
reading: DOCTORS DELIVER UFO
BABY!
What an interesting scientific
article, she thought. It said Soviet
doctors "incredibly" claim to have
delivered the baby of one of the nine
extraterrestrials rescued from the
wreckage of a starship in Siberia.
Wow, Lisa thought. The delivery was
"SUPER-secret,’ according to the
magazine. It only came to light thanks to
a classified report smuggled into
Yugoslavia recently.
A Yugoslavian physicist said he
hoped the Kremlin would soon go public
with this and give the world the whole
story.
I can’t wait, Lisa said to herself. Oh
well, maybe the other magazines could
give her more news.
How about the Czechoslovakian
farming village where a 69-year-old
grandma had married a 13-year -old boy.
Oh yes, there was a picture of the happy
groom carrying his bride across the
threshold. The 69-year-old even claimed
her "Franz is more a man than most who
are twice his age and has become a
superb lover."
Lisa thought that was nice, but how
about the unhappy couples in Hollywood
Aha, Princess Di speaks out in the
Star about her intimate views on
Charles, babies and malice in the palace.
And Liz Taylor vows never to marry
again after two years of heartbreak.
And
Time to watch Dynasty. Yes, Lisa
had gone through the "Are you a Dallas
or Dynasty" article in the GLOBE.

People have become patriotic in the
last few years. They are proud of their
country and willing to show it. At
celebrations of Independence Day, at
sports events and in political arenas.
Americans, as a group, are coming to
terms, slowly, with their own diversity
and differences and are embracing a new
togetherness of thought and action.

According to the experts, Dallas viewers
obviously identify with morality, while
Dynasty fans like living on the edge.
That’s totally right, Lisa agreed.
Dynasty is more on the jet-set level,
while Dallas is down-home drama. Miss
Elite, for example, is overweight and
dresses like a frump. You’d never catch
Dynasty women dressed like that. Hah!
Speaking of Dynasty, Rock Hudson
didn’t realize he was infected with AIDS
when he kissed Linda Evans. Oh my,
Lisa felt relieved as she read about a
"top psychic" who said Hudson revealed
in a seance that his death from AIDS
occurred to spur mankind to come to
grips with the dreaded disease. The
psychic also said Mae West explained to
Hudson how sex works in the afterlife,
but that Hudson still prefers men. Only
now there’s nothing to worry about
there’s no AIDS beyond the grave.
Well, I’m glad to hear that, Lisa said
to herself. But what was this? A small
box said the 1982 article stating that Tom
Selleck was involved in a romance with
Victoria Principal, contained
inaccuracies that were based on
inaccurate sources and faulty
information.
Could this really be true, Lisa
wondered. Was there really no romance
between Selleck and Principal .

By Anne Gelhaus
A good jazz musician must be
open to any and all influences, said
Dwight Cannon, director of jazz
studies.
SJSU’s jazz combos learned
more about their music by playing
for each other during jazz combo
concerts last Wednesday and
Thursday nights in Music Room
150.
"It’s an informal recital," said
Randy Masters, a lecturer in the
jazz studies program. "It’s to let
everyone know what everyone
(else) is working on."
Jeff Lewis’ combo performed
on Wednesday. The set featured
outstanding trumpet solos by
Lewis, saxaphonist Rose Walters.
and bassist Martin Main. The
combo played a blend of relaxing
melodies, such as "Blue and
Green" by Bill Evans, and up tempo tunes, such as "Man in the
Moon," by Russel Ferrante
The members of Lewis comb’i
are already experiencing some ot
the hardships that traditionally.
come with a musician’s We.
"We practice in a ’cave,’
said Lewis, a junior }an major
and trumpet player for the group.
"It has the aura of a locker
room:’ he said of the cramped,
muggy studio in the mimic building.
The studio is decorated with
posters of jazz greats. The musicians in Lewis’ combo have been
influenced by artists such as sassphonist Wynton Marsaiis and
drummer Art Blakey
"We all like drummer) Elvin
Jones," said Jason Lewis Jeffs
younger brother, who plays the
drums.
"He’s pyschotic," Jana-. !=stfl.
pointing to a poster that showed

"We try to pick local wineries to feature,
whose prices aren’t tremendous," BasherMarahrens said. "People ask why we don’t
offer French or imported wines, but I just tell
them that would defeat the purpose."
When the wine tasting is completed, the
featured wines are offered throughout the
rest of the month at a lower price than usual.
"We tend to sell the featured wine for about
$1 to $1.75 a glass, depending on the original
cost," said Basher-Marahrens.
"If you’re out and someone’s done a good
deed for you, you can treat them to a nice
glass of wine as a special gift," said BasherMarahrens. "You know they’ll be at the Pub
at a fairly low price."
If you’re interested in sniffing, swishing,
swirling and then tasting products of the local
wineries, Basher-Marahrens advertises the
featured ventner for the month in the Pub and
the Spartan Daily

NO LIMITS

What’s next?
Christine
Frankendal

Improvisational jazz recital teaches students the basics of blues

Usually about 30 to 50 patrons participate
in the pub’s wine tastings which are usually
booked for the first Friday of the month and
run from 3p.m. to 5 p.m.

So, too, has music evolved. Today’s
music and lyrics reflects the social and
political problems of our society. Without
hiding the not -so-pretty truth, at times.
Today’s music, reminiscent of the 60s,
reflects thoughts on basic human needs
and values without becoming selfserving or arrogant.
Is its folk revival? Hardly. This
music of the 805 is not simple and
mellow. It is robust music, sung not in a
whimper, but in commanding tones that
anyone, regardless of ability, can sing to.
It is music that attracts attention and
draws the listener into the message it
brings. But, luckily, ills also likeable,
danceable music.
John Cougar Mellencamp, currently
riding the charts with his album
"Scarecrow," is the current master of
grassroots rock. He sings of his life, of his
home, of his hometown and the
frustrations that life there can bring. The
titles of his songs are simple ("Small
Town,") and the music is direct. In the
title track, two lines sum up the plight of
farmers in the area where Mellencamp
grew up.
Rain on the scarecrow
Blood on the plow
Country music has always sung
praises of home ( among other things).
But now, even country music band
Alabama sings "My Baby is American
Made," and Lee Greenwood sings about

J.M.
Andermatt

America and how people are dependent
on it.
Bruce Springsteen brought it all into
vogue. His lyrics continually reflect
man’s struggle to get ahead, man’s
struggle to survive. In "My Hometown:’
he sings:

Music created on
the spot is a lot
different than
music prepared in a
practice room.’

Now Main Street’s whitewashed windows
and vacant stores
seems like there ain’t nobody
here no more
They’re closing down the textile mill
across the railroad tracks
Foreman says these jobs are going
and they ain’t coming back

Dwight Cllon,
.’

The message is clear. It’s alright to
sing about emotions. It’s alright to sing
about hardship such as unemployment.
It’s OK to be political. And, best of all,
the music of the Ns has hopeful
overtures that some of the music of the
60s did not have.
Today’s music has taken the
technology of the 70s, the political and
social awareness of the 60s and the goodtime beat of the 50s and packaged them
together beautifully with an extra
element: hope. Hope for the survival of
man in a non-perfect world. Hope for the
future of man.
We made a promise
we swore we’d always remember
no retreat, no surrender
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Virtuous ’Secret Agent’ Drake
a cut above average, violent spy
By Tyrone van Hooydonk
John Drake is the thinking
man’s spy.
He would sooner reason things
out than fight it out.
Unlike the 19605 batch of
James Bonds, Simon Tempters,
and men from U.N.C.L.E., he was
never seen firing a gun.
This is only one pleasure from
the classic "Secret Agent" television series now re-emerging on
video cassette twenty years later.
The first episode of this British
series, "Battle of the Cameras,"
has been released by Maljack Productions/MPI Home Video, and
it’s still fun to watch.
Patrick McGoohan plays the
suave, sophisticated, jack-of-all -

The good guys aren’t all good
and the bad guys aren’t all bad,
and Drake draws the fine lines between them.
"Battle of the Cameras"
shows off Drake’s virtuous traits
and some of the best elements of
the series itself.
Drake’s wit is in fine form as
he goes undercover as a slightly effeminate millionaire playboy.

Pages
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After hours club opens

McGoohan’s facial express.
ions alone can suggest many
meanings. His acting, as he quips
his way out of trouble, bests that of
all movieland agents.

Dancers can take it ’One Step Beyond’

Still, this is not the best episode of the series. Drake’s sudden
victory comes too easily and "Battle of the Cameras" lacks the tension of other episodes with better
action sequences.

The good guys
aren’t all good and
the bad guys aren’t
all bad, and Drake
draws the fine line
between them.
(’ris Williamson and Tret Fure

Singers explore emotions
Musicians to perform in ballroom
By Darrin Edward Baker
Singers and musicians Cris
Williamson and Tret Fure will perform in concert at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom Tuesday.
Who?
OK, so maybe their names or
their music are not familiar. The
reason for that is because their
musical style is not of the Top 40
variety.
"I do a lot of rock and roll that
is lyrical and many times topical,"
said Fore, who will be backing Williamson on guitar. "One of the first
things I do each day is read the
newspaper, and I’m moved by
what I read. It leaves me with a
feeling of frustration and gratitude
because I have something to say
and a medium through which to
say it
"I like to stress the link between ourselves and the environment," Williamson said. "I want
to affect life as much as it has affected me, and help re-awaken
people to their responsibilities to
be compassionate with each other
and to care for the earth."
The concert, sponsored by
Sisterspirit, a South Bay women’s
organization, will be a reunion for
Fure and Williamson. They last
performed together in late 1982 at
a Carnegie Hall concert. A double
album from the concert, "MEG/CRIS at Carnegie Hall," was released in early 1983.
Fore has opened for acts like
the J Geils Band, Yes, Poco, Little
Feat and Bonnie Raitt. The late

Lowell George of Little Feat urged
her to increase her knowledge of
the music business, so she stopped
recording and started engineering
and producing. Fure engineered
and co-produced three of William son’s albums, as well as the Carnegie Hall collaboration. Williamson
co-produced Fure’s latest album,
"Terminal Hold."
"When it comes down to it,
music is one of the best remedies
for the world’s ills," Fure said
"Most of the world is inarticulate
about its feelings, and expressing
those feelings is the job of poets.
artists, and musicians."
Tickets for the concert are
available at the A.S. Business Of
fiCe, as well as all BASS outlets
They are $9 for general admission.
and $7 for students.
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trades, Drake.
When the veteran stage actor
was asked to portray a Bond clone
for television, he refused.
McGoohan had other things in
mind for Drake besides blasting
enemies to bits and seducing
hordes of women every week.
"We eventually did it without
any of that rubbish in it," McGoohan said in a recent Video Magazine interview.
"I said to the producers, ’If I
start going with a different girl in
each episode, what are those kids
going to think out there?’"
Above all, Drake is a moral
character.
He questions the integrity of
everyone around him, even those
working on his side

Joan K. Peters, author of "Manny and Hose"
Nancy Chan

"What do you do?," says the
foxy French spy.
"Nothing," he says. "But I do
it very well."
The one-hour show features
lots of clever dialogue, a well woven plot and superb acting.
Nial McGinnis plays the heavy
who steals plans from a nuetear
plant. He’s evil and cunning but
not unbelievFtly warped

Maljack has released the series’ second episode and will soon
release the series -based color feature film "Koroshi," but they
should put the very best on tape:
episodes such as "A Date with
Doris," "Stiiig in the Tail" and
"To Our Good Friend."
"Battle of the Cameras" is
well worth renting but not worth
buying for $39 95

Experience San Jose State’s
Best Kept Secret
Live Entertainment
Thurs -Sat
Happy Hour 4pm-7pm
Mon -Fri
Free Hors d’oeuvres

Monday Night Football

THE
I..AUNDR
WORK
,

Dance with the DJ’s
on Wednesday

Long Island Iced Teas & Kamikazis
for only $1.50
Every Thursday after 9:30pm

Death reveals true love
in ’Manny and Rose’
By Antmnette Fleshman
A unique story involving a
family that doesn’t realize their
love for one another until death’s
read in
tragedy strikes, can
Joan K. Peters’ first novel,
"Manny and Rose."

The book begins with Rose
Herman, wife of Manny and
mother to Ellen, having died of
cancer in New York. Mannny
mourns his wife’s death as people
do in real life, not in the manner
which is typical of many melodramatic novels.
Manny becomes reclusive in
his bereavement as he reflects and
longs for the "in-between days"
and the simple pleasures with
Rose at their home in Queens.
Rose provided the serenity
that Manny needed until she would
remind and plead with him to do
something about their daughter,
Ellen.
"You don’t hear? You don’t
listen? Your daughter’s a Hindu
(and living in a commune t and you
have nothing to say?" Rose would
scream at Manny. riddling her

eldish lullabies to his granddaughter and sorts through his
wife’s unfinished embroidery pro.
jects. Ilis daughter is the one per
son that he can share his grief with
in order to not die of a broken
heart. But, he will not reach out to
her for consolation.
In the meantime, Ellen acknowledges that she rejected her
mother while she was alive and
she takes a long time to accept that
Rose meant a great deal to her
Upon this late acceptance she
knows that her relationship can
still be rectified with her father, if
it’s not too late.
"Manny and Rose" is worth
the time it takes to read all 308
pages of the usually realistic and
poignant family dilemma.
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penence and conic back the next and have a totally
different experience."
The variety of music played at "One Step Beyond" will be entirely up to the clientele that come
to the club. Kent said the club encourages requests.
"We’re not the type of club that will put Madonna on just because someone requests it," he
said. "Too many clubs in the area do that. But then
if someone comes up and asks to listen to Sex Pistol’s ’Anarchy in the U.K.,’ even if it isn’t the best
song to dance to, we’d play it because its different."
In addition to dancing and drinking, "One Step
Beyond" offers a variety of light meal snacks and
entrees at prices between $5 to $10. French pastries, pizza bread and croissant sandwiches are included in the menu. The club also offers an extensive imported wine list.
"We want people to realize that there is a place
where they can come, eat dinner, have some wine
or dessert and then when they feel like it, dance
without having to drive around to several places to
get all that," Kent said.
Parking is more than ample. The club offers
valet parking at no charge on Friday and Saturday
nights.
The club is currently using only about half the
space of the building it occupies. In February or
March of next year, "One Step Beyond" will expand to offer an additional 8,000 square feet of
dance floor and live entertainment space, Kent
said.
The club will begin booking live entertainment
acts such as those that regularly perform at clubs
such as the Kabuki and the Warfield in San Francisco, he said.
Admission to the nightclub is $2 Sunday
through Thursday nights and $3 on Friday and Saturday nights The nightclub is open to anyone 21 or
(Mier
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South of the Border...

Includes Rum, Eimins,
Salad and any 2
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87 N. San Pedro, San Jose (408) 292-1222

By Beth Johnson
It’s 3 a.m. and the late show is over. You can’t
sleep. For some strange reason, you have a craving to get wild on the dance floor.
Have no fear, the South Bay finally has a nightclub that offers after hours dancing and entertainment, seven days a week.
"One Step Beyond," located at 1400 Martin
Avenue, Santa Clara, in the heart of Silicon Valley,
opened Halloween night.
The club features the latest in new music and
isn’t the type of place an average barhopper might
frequent.
Sunday through Thursday nights, the club is
open from 4 p.m. to 4 a.m. Friday and Saturday,
the club remains open until 6 a.m.
"People that come to ’One Step Beyond’ will
come to experience a new music event, not just (a
place) to drink and party," said Stan Kent, president of Dynamix Nouveax, the corporation that
owns the club.
"We did intense marketing research and discovered that the South Bay area is ready for the
kind of different entertainment we have to offer.
Forty percent of the tickets bought for new music
events in San Francisco are purchased by South
Bay residents," he said.
The decor of "One Step Beyond" is simple.
There is sufficient seating for those who choose to
sit instead of dance. The walls are decorated with
flashing nouveaux -art light that lend to the off-thewall atmosphere that Kent said the club encourages.
Patrons can purchase a wide variety of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages from either the
bar, a waiter or waitress.
"We want people to realize that the club was
created for the community," Kent said "It will
grow and change as time goes on. A person could
type of ex.
Emmy to the club one week and
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The biggest little

CIRCUS
in the world
Above: Patrons enjoying
a game of blackjack are
reflected in the mirrored
ceiling of a casino in
Reno. These samples
from the "menu" of the
Sagebrush Brothel
reflect the services
offered by five brothels
in the Reno/Carson City
area (right).

The New
SAGEBRUSH BROTHEL
"9.LCUSUAR/911)2flitV"

_041,42iLyfls=
Massage
Exchange Massage
Breast Massage
Lingerie Show
Bubble Bath
French Oil Massage

VIP Lounge
)00( Movies
Mirror Room
Jacuzzi Party Rooms
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BARNUM AND
BAILEY’S Three Ring
Circus has nothing over
Reno.
A carnival atmosphere fills
the air and clowns of all types
fill the streets.
The slot machines ring
constantly, trying to induce
people to beat the odds with a
steady trickle of coins into
metal pans.
Even though the slots
return an average of 98 percent
of all money put into them, they
usually cover all of the casino’s
operating costs.
Over a dozen casinos cater
to nearly every conceivable
form of gaming 24 hours a day.
From blackjack to baccarat, if
it’s gambling, it is offered in
Reno.
The difference between
night and day has little
meaning in a city where
breakfast is served until 6 p.m.
Fortunately, the food is reason
enough to visit Reno after a day
on the ski slopes or in the
casinos. An excellent prime rib
dinner can be found for as low
as $4.99.
Aside from gambling, Reno
casinos offer a variety of shows
featuring such nationally
known talents such as Bill
Cosby and Willie Nelson.
But there are other
attractions in the city that
never seems to sleep. Harrah’s
Automobile Collection features
over 1000 vehicles ranging from
Ford model T’s to a golden De
Lorean. Housed in four
separate buildings, the
collection takes at least an
hour-and -a half to tour. In true
Reno fashion, the collection is
open every day of the year from
9a.m. to6p.m.
In addition to gambling,
Nevada has legalized
prostitution. Just eight miles
north of Reno on Interstate 80 is
a landmark not mentioned in
the Chamber of Commerce
brochure.
Marked by a highway sign
that simply reads "Mustang,"
The Mustang Ranch brothel is
hidden behind a low ridge
According to a local
"sexpert," the ranch has
changed little since it was sold
recently to an interstate
corporation. The ranch
continues it’s tradition of
service with a smile.
Reno offers a multitude of
activities. It’s an island of noise
and excitement surrounded by
a desolate sage desert in the
eastern Sierra Nevada.
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Ilarrah’s employees try to keep the car collection clean

Text and
photographs
by Steve Capovilla
Special to the Deal’

Reno. the biggest little city in the world, offers nearly as many activities as a 24 -hour circus
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Get your bears
and salami here
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VINYL

Noisy metal

By Nancy Kawanami
How would you react if you
received, as a gift, a pack of
four plastic meat coasters that
look like slices of chicken, bologna, ham and salami?
The sender of such a gift
could surprise his or her friends
with these luncheon meat coasters by getting a package of
them at the Spartan Bookstore
on campus.
Many unusual gifts can be
found for under $20 while
browsing through the myriad
displays at the Bookstore.
Clothing and gift supervisor Beverly Craig said the most
successful selling gift items depend on "the latest fad."
"We sell a lot of stuffed animals, boxed (coffee) mugs and
cards," Craig said.
One
particular
large
stuffed animal
a bear
which is perched up in a sitting
position with a hat on its head,
attracts attention.
Operating under a "bear
theme," Craig commented that

Kiss’ Asylum’ shouts,
screams and pounds,
but fans will love it
By Anne Spandau
Heavy metal aficionados take
note: the latest Kiss album, "Asylum," fulfills every head-banging
expectation.
If you prefer something not so
deafening. don’t spend the money
for the album.
"Asylum" is typified by songs
with plenty of screaming guitars.
pounding drums and lyrics that
are less than profound and full of
sexual overtones
For example, some verses
from "Secretly Cruel":
It was a hot day
she wore lingerie
and nothing else in between
She had long hair
and thigh high
snakeskin boots
And she was all over me
like a cheap suit
How’s that for something to
mull over?
Paul Stanley and Gene Simmons, the two remaining original
members of the group, trade off
with lead singing. While Simmons
has almost no vocal ability, Stanley does possess a nice voice. It’s
just buried under the noise.
Eric Carr, who replaced Peter
Criss in Mao. does a fine irib with

the drumming duties. He provides
the needed backbone for the songs
to stand up.
Bruce Kulick, who is the latest
of the ever-changing lead guitarists, also helped to write three
songs, "King of the Mountain",
"Trial by Fire" and "I’m Alive."
showing astounding versatility.
During each of the album’s songs
there is the usual guitar solo and,
predictably, it has little to do with
the song. It just screams.
The problem with this album
is similar to the problem all heavy
metal albums face; it all begins to
sound the same. The only excepLion on "Asylum" is the song
"Tears are Falling."

,*49(

Something is wrong
as! hold you near
Somebody else holds your heart
You look at me with your eyes
In tears
And then it’s raining,
feels like its raining.

2_ Valley of OW tar SIN by Gary Larson !Andrews McMere1
Parker $5951 And still more cartoons from the Far Side
3. POW* One.,, and Stenger llsinfp, by Berye Breathed
(Little. Brown. $6 95 Collection ot the comic stripe
4. "-And Ladle. of Me Club’. by Helen Hoover Santrnyei.
19erylry S5 95 I Lite (n small Ohio town
S. In Search of twelenee. iyn J Peters ASH Waterman Jr
Marne, SASS IA looker the secrets of succesalu.

7. Ransom by Jay McInerney iVintage AS 95
Adventurers of a young American in Kyoto
& Ride Pie Hone. by Holy, MaCInneS (Fawcett $3951
Journalist s Czech assignment leads to a web ol iningue

One WrIler’s
by Eduora Welty (Warner $3 SO f
. sense.ee euthobtOgrapnicat recotlection or one of cur. irealest
living writers

"Boys and Girls" is a complete album. The musicianship is
excellent, the production is supportive and Ferry lets the listener
know him a little better in this selfportrait

The Tallman, by Stephen thng and Peter Straub (Berkley
$495 f Two of 010.17410s best.selltng authors tear, up in the
ultimate ,asterpoce of sp(nahlingitng Wool

ASK ABOUT U S and
IMPORT LP s only
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In "Boys and Girls." Ferry is
still alone. Inc synthesizer, piano

frier prtnisi
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"ALL YOU CAN EAT"
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Wee PAnwatt Outdo lo laming Padget
by Judith
Martin (Penguin 1996) Invaluable wlytce on Ine ProPet
Reining of children (and

LUNCH
11:30 am -2:00 pm,
Mon. -Fri.
DINNER
5 pm -9 pm, Mon -Sun.

Featuring:
Mexican *intro.., Rice & beans,
hot Chips W/Salaa Fresco
LUNCH or DINNER

$389
Par parson I Tat

499 E. Hamilton Ave. nest to Bremer*
Campbell, CA 408-374-4290
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tenhal investment, the event is
going to be fun, Ostheimer said.
"It’s really festive. There’s all this
excitement of who’s going to win,"
Ostheimer said, likening the auction to a contest.
Two auctioneers will conduct
the event, including Art Department Chairman Fred Spratt. The
second auctioneer has not yet been
chosen.
The auction is largely the result of student effort, Ostheimer
added. Students have contacted
potential customers to assemble
an audience, arranged for parking
and moving the art from the art

"The same piece sells for $1,200 in a San Francisco gallery,"
Andy Ostheimer, gallery director,
said. This piece will require a minimum bid of 9500, she said.

New ti Het oil imendecl

I’m a stranger in your town
that’s the last place! belong

’nigh,

7,P11

S TM Fire Mow WNNn, by Cellos Casten.. Pocket 13 501
A thought provoking portrait or the sorcerers world’
II 11910e of Ito Fat that by Crary Larson Oci,.ur bVtdey,
Parker IS 95 I More cartoons front h. r.,

and sequencer provide a lush bed
reminescent to the Doors as Ferry
takes a critical view of himself.

Art Department to hold fifth auction

More than 100 pieces of art will
be auctioned, from small drawings
and prints expected to be sold for
about 950, to the most expensive
piece in the auction a three-dimensional, pastel -colored painting
by Sam Richardson.

& the lagni forte& Gefotter, by Toni Clancy 115eflkley $a Sot
The oncredotry chase ot a nuclear submarine

Gene Simmons, one of the lead singers in Kiss

Gretchen Heber - Daily staff photographer
Lorianne Lee ( kneeling) and Beverly Jee look for gifts in the Bookstore

By Gloria J. Debowski
The Art Department is holding
its fifth annual art auction at 3
p.m. Nov. 23 in the Music Building
Concert Hall.
Faculty members and graduate students have donated all
paintings, photographs, sculptures
and other art objects to be sold at
the event. There is no admittance
fee and the public is welcome.

1. Minna% by Ste.. King at& ;knead &Khmer
INAUSIgnel. $4 SOP Terrifying story ot a gyp, y curse

RECORD)
1,11i

’

NOV1211511

The song does have a heavy
metal sound, but it’s not deafening. It is also getting national airplay.
"Asylum" was produced by
Stanley and Simmons and is distributed by PolyGrarn Records

relationship becomes unbearable.
We’re too young to reason
too grown up to dream
And when his love affair ends,
as does the first side of the album,
Ferry is alone.
On side two Ferry continues on
this theme of aloneness and we see
the world through his eyes; a mysterious abandoned place where he
searches for love.
Both "The Chosen One" and
"Valentine" explore Ferry’s wonderment of a world that provides
no love for him.
How many men in a world
of their own
there is no end
to the great unknown
Finally Ferry meets a woman.
but he wants to stay unattached
He is looking for a brief affair in
Ferry %CMS Ti,
"Stone Woman
in
ittIng
the I evlaig
fot

)

Paperback Bestsellers

Campus

Record examines love and loneliness
By David Leland
"Boys and Girls," Bryan Ferry’s latest solo musical effort, is a
successful journey into a man’s
search for completeness.
Ferry, the guitarist and driving force behind Roxy Music, provides an excellent combination of
sensitive lyrics and responsive
music while he guides the listener
through his insights of what transpires betsseen boys and girls.
Side one of "Boys and Girls" is
a look into personal relationships
as Ferry sees them.
The album’s hit single,"Don’t
Stop The Dance," is a haunting
story of a man lost in love. Ferry
uses the imagery of a dialogue
with his mother to explain his feelings, while the guitar and keyboard riff in answer to each other
Mama saw lore is it that
matters
beauty should be de. per [bun
your skin
hying for tin’ rnarnent Itps
und lashes
will I ever find rn 5 wav agaln
It becomes clear to the listener
that Ferry enjoys being in love
even if it is a painful experience.
"Slave To Love" reveals the
dilemma he goes through as a

’ .

"everybody’s had at least one
teddy bear in their life."
How about moving away
from fuzzy to functional ideas?
You can purchase a "Rock
Hide-A-Key," which is a fake
rock with a secret compartment underneath which slides
back and forth to hide one’s
keys in.
If you happen to live in the
dorms, maybe a fan could circulate and freshen the air?An 8inch-tall plastic flower or palm
tree fan could do the job for you
or your friends.
Craig said there is a giftwrap service available downstairs in the customer service
area of the Bookstore. So, get
ready for the Christmas shopping rush. The Bookstore is
brimming with original gift
ideas.
The Spartan Bookstore is
open Monday through Thursday a.m. to 7 p.m., Friday from
7:15 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

’a

s d tasosrs:egngausni
Your Host, i Mn
Our boneless chicken and lamb cubes
marinated spices
roasted
underground circle oven served with
saffron -flavored basmati rice.
Lunch 11-2:30, DinnerS-Ill
OPEN 7 DAYS Sunday
Buffet 11-2:30
2288 LINCOLN AVE. SAN JOSE P I ci 11\ SIll INc I \I, 978.7727

Money raised at the auction,
which amounted to 915,000 last
year, will be used for department
scholarships, the visiting artist
program, teaching assistant positions for graduate students and
other projects, Ostheimer said.
A preview exhibition will
begin with a wine and food reception from 6 to 8 p.m. next Tuesday,
Nov. 12, in galleries one and two of
the art building. A donation of $1
for wine is being requested. Art
pieces to be auctioned will be displayed through Nov. n.

FREE

Despite the value of some of
the art objects, most won’t require
minimum bids, Ostheimer said
And, considering an investor’s
point of view, what may be purchased inexpensively now may be
worth much more in a few years,
she said.
Even without the lure of a po

AA-AA-fp
tr)Oul uest(irmarit

building to the music building, and
written press releases.
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when you host a
PLEASURE PARTY
in your home

’

EN
ENCHANTED
EVENING
Call now for information
NOVEMBERS
FREE
GIFT

800-328-1222
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CINEMA

Live and Die in L.A.’ sputters, then falls flat
Nob Idliktarian
"To Live sod Die lail..A"is a
groesaque, disjointed, plotless film
that lacks any outstanding acting,
and is only erred by the excellent
tnintral score and mini, brilliant
fitag
The fantasia. filming of nighttime street scenes and high-speed
car chases make this movie partially exciting The chases actually
looked like 100 mile -per -hour car
chases
Car chases through back alleys and railroad freight yards
turn out tti be the staple of this
inrwie
’ Live and Die’ ’ also has plenty
of charming blood and guts scenes
for thou’ that enjoy carnage
(Me third of the way through
this two-hour film. it becomes apparent that the only "plot" will be
the pursuit of the ruthless coonWiener, Ellie Masters (William
Defoe).
(i.S Satin Service /gent
Richard Chance William L. Petersen) gets hot .in the bad guys’
trail alter Masters blows a hole
-through the head (you get to see
-this of fellow Secret Service agent
and partner Arc Hart Weisel
. One
.
Chance is a renegade cowboy
of an agent Re foilmes no rules
’Mid does whatever he wants in his
Sorrow -minded pursuit of Mas-

.-

t

Secret Service agents Vukovich (left) and (’hance (center) arrest a counterfeiter.
ters
In addition to following no
rules whatsoever. Chance abuses.
woman who seems to he a combination of girlfriend and informant
The story goes that she is on parole
and as long as she gives him Weir-

(

ious for Geraldine to marry so
she can have the peace of knowing that she has fulfilled her responsibility to her child.
But Geraldine is torn between her obligation to her widowed mother and her ows desire for independence
Geraldine’s tears flow silently into her bowl of rice as
she confronts her dilemma As
she brushes her mother’s hair
fore bed, the images of dews
tioIoiro the simple act

beiges prevail thrisighout
this merit The eineSiStetrra4
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By Eric Stanion
There is one word that could
adequately describe the new film
"Death Wish III" - ridiculous.
Words such as stupid, gross,
putrid and disgusting would also
be fitting, but the return of a
weather-beaten Charles Bronson
as the trigger-happy vigilante
Paul Kersey is truly ridiculous.
"Death Wish HI" is the third
horrible Bronson vigilante film.
The first two films were had, but
"III" is strides ahead of them on
the ridiculous scale
In "Ill," we find Kersey re
turning to his hometown of New
York, from where he fled after the
first film. Just as he arrives in
town, his ,friend is brutally mutdered by ingmbers oda nauseating
street gang.
The Bret te arrive at the scene,
Kersey is takes diet/Mown as a
suspost
the case A crooked pte
lace
Amin strikes a 441
with’
001 rithdp
diageFits* that kiII las
friend, or Is will
the mat-olg,
his Mk this
Monter pest
to
He
week

rocket launchers, grenades and
sub-machine guns.
Directed by Michael Winner,
who is also responsible for the first
two films, "Death Wish III" is certain to be the worst film of Bronson’s career, which may be hard to
believe after such Bronson trash
as "The Evil That Men Do" and
"10 till Midnight."
With such films as "The Mechanic," "The Great Escape" and

1,

the gm
leat whose
is i.e
hiseagalelf Sleet
Alter several
riders. the haw mere
In an alt-,t war. siirt,tole with

"Hard Times" to his credit, Bronson was once a respected star who
commanded quite a price tag.
But "Death Wish III" goes to
prove that Bronson has become a
cult star of ridiculous B -grade action movies which don’t possess a
frame of class
The movie is playing at Meridian Quad, Saratoga Six, Oakridge
Six, Capitol Drive-in $4.251 and at
the Century 10 complex ( $5.50).
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Chance is basically a jerk. He
abuses everyone and everything
The movie provides the viewer
with no motivations for his behavior other than Hart’s death

This "Miami Vice" of the big
screen took long enough to name
the characters and define the good
guys from the bad
There are no real outstanding
performances in this film, hut
Defoe as the wacko Mastei s made

his character interesting. Dafoe
has bright eyes and a distinctive
face, which gives him good wackobad-guy-murderer
characteristics. Petersen as Chance and John
Pankow as John
Vukovich,
Chance’s new partner, were average. Neither has particular charisma.
The music, most of which was
done by new wave rock group,
Wang Chung, was excellent and
helped make the movie worth
watching. Music by Junior Wells,
Rank & File and the Blasters is
also good.
This MGM/United Artists feature lacked even the plot of a
"Miami Vice" episode to make it
worth seeing.
The film jumps around far
more than necessary It becomes
nearly impossible to follow what is
going on at points.
The good filming is fun to
watch and the good music is great
to listen to on a Dolby system, but
neither can overcome the plotless,
blood-and-guts-death orientation
of this film
This movie gets a four on a
one-to-ten scale. Stay home and
watch "Miami Vice."
The movie is playing at Century 24 and the Capital Six DriveIn in San Jose and the new Century
Cinema in Mountain View Prices
range from 84 50 to 85 50

’Death Wish III’ is Bronson’s worst

’Dim Sum’ a delicacy;
a heartening movie
By Laura Cronin
Like the one -bite Chinese
delicacy for which the movie is
niugled. DIM Sum Is delicacy
all Its wen. It weaves, delicate
thread of everyday lige in a
crossiginerational
-antes*
home lit Sea Franciachi,
Dias Sara literally means a
little big af heart. but the moviegoes gets aJr.! 4 heart in this
Story of the Tam Wilily ?he
Tanis are entotheelly caught in
path ol,ehatiggsg traditions
.
-’floesIt’
,
aad her

mation and sex, she stays out of
the slammer
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Exuberant musical
rates number ’One’
By Gloria J. Debowski
For those who like musicals,
"A Chorus Line" is among the
best. Civic Light Opera’s production is no exception. Even last
Thursday evening’s final dress rehearsal at the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts, playing to a
crowd of about 1,000 persons, was
a polished performance.
From the opening song and
dance number, "I Hope I Get It,"
to the exuberant finale, dance,
song and dialogue are delivered
with enthusiasm and verve. Except for a few voice projection

A Chorus Line’ is
an introduction to
the real world of
dancers.
problems, the musical works in its
entirety.
"A Chorus Line" is an introduction to the real world of dancers, not just the glamorous world
most outsiders imagine. The audience is brought to an audition
where many dancers are vying to

OM.

be eliosen for a chorus line of eight
dancers Through some interesting blending of song and dialogue
presented with subtle spotlighting,
we hear the dancers’ thoughts; we
see their self-doubts; mostly, we
sympathize with their fears.
Most of the musical is pre

THEATER
sented on a stage devoid of any
props. The dancers don’t need
them. Their talent, music by Marvin Hamlisch and lyrics by Edward Kleban, provide the foundation for an entertaining and
revealing musical.
Well-known songs, such as the
romantic ballad "What I Did For
Love," and lesser known, yet well composed, numbers like "At the
Ballet," facilitate further insight
into the characters’ personalities.
The climactic reprise of "One" is
vivid and captivating.
"A Chorus Line," directed and
re-staged by Trish Garland, is
playing through Sunday. Ticket
prices range from $10 to $25. The
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts is at the corner of San Carlos Street and the Almaden Expressway.

Eulipia restaurant in downtown San Jose

Edible art at yuppie heaven
demands diners’ total worship
By Julie Tilsner
Eulipia is not a student restaurant. Both the prices and the
portions point to that fact. While
not the most expensive restaurant in the Bay Area, the average student with $3.45 in change
in his backpack will probably opt
for McDonald’s instead. It
doesn’t mean it’s a bad restaurant, though. Quite the contrary.
When college students, degrees in hand, burst onto the illustrious yuppie scene, Eulipia
will be the type of eating establishment around which they’ll
lurk.

CALENDAR
Events
The movie "Rambo. First
Blood Part II," will be shown at 7
and 10 p.m. Wednesday Nov. 13 at
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is $2.
The Bay Area Dance Coalition
is sponsoring a South Bay Dancers’ Preview Concert at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 13 in the Dance
Studio (5th and San Carlos.) Tickets are $4 general, $3 students
Al Young, award-winning novelist, poet and script writer, will
read from and discuss "Sitting
Pretty" at 3:30 p.m. Monday Nov.
II in Hugh Gillis Hall 118. Call 2773228 or 277-2764.
Ann Kerwin will read a paper
on "Socratic Ignorance and the
Virtuous Physician" at 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the University ChaPel
A Night of Song and Poetry
will be held at 8 p.m. Tuesday Nov.
at
Upstairs at Eulipia 1374 S.
12
First Street). Tickets are $3 general, $2 students.

Music
American Music Week will
feature jazz vocals at 8:15 p.m,
today in the Concert Hall; Ezra
Pound Colloquim at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Concert Hall; Electronic music Saturday Nov. 9; and
Chamber Music Saturday, Nov 10,
Call 277-2905

Art
The Union Gallery is exhibiting New Talent by Joel Krabs and
the work of Gorily Bruni from 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m, today and from 9:30
to 4 p.m. and from 6 to 8 p.m. tomorrow. Call 277-3221.
Pat Schemmer is exhibiting
"Images of Home" today and tomorrow in the Herbert Saunders
Gallery, second floor, Industrial
Science Building (9th and San Fernando streets I.

Yup. Eulipia is trend-city,
but nice. Potted plants. Funky
drinks. Upstairs poetry readings. Pretty staff.
Prices are moderate, the average entree running about $10.
Appetizers are about half that,
$6 for escargots (snails), and
you don’t get many of them. Try

DINING
them, though. You’re not a true
yuppie until you can eat escargots and say you like them.
While any yuppie worth his

Gucci wallet can handle almost
any resulting bill at Eulipia,
most students can’t. With wine,
dessert, coffee (cappuccino, excuse me.) and before-dinner
drinks, the dinner bill for two
people comes out to a moderate
$45. Any engineer can handle it.
There’s a certain genre of
restaurant that delights in taking little slivers of food and placing them appealingly on a plate
so they can charge ridiculous
amounts of money for it. Some
French restaurants do this. Eulipia follows suit.
The food is good, but for the
price, the portion you get isn’t
good enough. Even a person with
a long and sacred tradition of
never finishing a full plate of
food at any one sitting can finish
this plate.
The menu features many
pasta and seafood dishes, along
with chicken, lamb and steak.
Entrees include soupe de jour or
salad. From the looks of the
menu, the food is prepared delicately. I had pasta and lamb
sauteed in olive oil, which not
surprisingly was delicious. It
comes in a small dish next to

vispo
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277-3171

of Sonia Clam’s newest restaurants
you excellent food at
Of price
Feature
Fantastic Appetizers
Happy Hour all week (4-7)
Champagne Brunch all weekend
Outstanding Dinners
Who could ask Jot anything more
at Benargan’t
4150 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara
Across from Great America!

Se

FREE

of California
GOOD

what looked like a garnish of
broccoli. Pretty, but if I was a
large hungry man I’d feel
cheated. My companion looked a
smidge cheated. He brightened,
though, when dessert came.
Alt dessert! Now one is
thankful for being less than
stuffed by the entree. The desserts are a religious experience.
The chocolate mandarin
mousse is edible art. It demands
total worship for 20 minutes before one can force the spoon into
its glorious depths. Indeed, it
tastes as good as it looks, if that
is at all possible. My companion
looked at his pumpkin cheescake
with something close to aesthetic ecstasy before inhaling it
in a breath. He later said it was
better than most cheesecake he
had. This from a man who single-handedly keeps the cheescake people in business.
Eulipia is located at 374 S.
First St., next door to Camera
One. It is open from 11:30 a.m. to
2 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday. Eulipia accepts all major credit cards.
Reservations are recommended.

Buy Any 8 oz. Size of Our
Premium Frozen Yogurt and
Get the Second One FREE.
This Coupon Expires Nov. 15, 1985

t CD) C)
1408 S. Bascom
San Jose

Open 11-11
3-1688
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dance ’til dawn
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an elegantly danceable nightplace
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1400 Martin Ave.
Santa Clara
(408) 727-0901
(over 21)
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